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ISfmOOTGTIOl 
Alkylation of ar©3Miti« n«cl@l bj the Prledel-Crafts re-
ftotion tioMs 8tB exceptlonallj prominent plaee in organio 
synth®sls but Its Irrftgalarltj has gradually resulted in brand­
ing the reaction as unreliable. Sinee the first experinenta 
eondueted by Friedel and Grafts (1) the scope of this phase of 
the reaction bearing their names has spread till it includes a 
large variety of alkylating agents, catalysts, solvents and 
types of compounds to be alkylated, l>lnzlein*s book, AltuaiEtoB-
ehlorid in der orissnischen Sheaie (2), aad an article in Chemi­
cal Hevlews by Salloway (3) give a good idea of the versatility 
of the l^iedel-Gi^afts reaction. ®ie seco^ main division of 
this general reaction, aeylatlon, is considerably HK>re predict­
able, Also the raechanisffl of the latter is better understood. 
While Bore work has been done on aeylatlon, a great deal of it 
has been Just routine cheaistry, fhat is, the comparative 
smoothness and dependability of aeylatlon reactions have been 
conducive to their auxiliary us© In the study of new compounds^ 
(1) Friedel and ©rafts, Coapt, rend,, fi. 1392, 14&0 (1877), 
{ 2 }  Krinzlein, *Ali»iffliBM®hlorid in der organischen Chemle", 2d ed,, 
Verlag Oheisle, a, M, B, 1,, Berlin, 1932, 
(3) Oalloway, Shem., Bev.. 1,7, 327 (1935), 
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«.g,, ppefmratloia of dmriwmtivea, ete. On the other hand most 
of th® work reported m alkfl&tlon is concerned basicftlly with 
th® reaction itself, This is to he expected when many umsual 
reatilts are obtained, in addition to the variety of noriaal 
products* In alkylatlon, polysubstitution frequently occurs 
either hy direct intro<tectioii of alliyl grcwps or secondarily 
through disproportionation. On the other hand polyacylation 
is a very rare case, and th@n it is apparently limited to acti­
vated arowatic mclei moA stops at disufestitution, Dispropor-
tionation is a process confined entirely to the alkylation 
suhdlTision of th® Fri«»del-Crafts reaction. Rearrangement of 
the entering alkyl group is the rule in alkylation, but an 
analogous pheno«enon is unknown in acylation, A third contrast 
which is not nearly as cosaon as the two just mentioned, but 
certainly a distinct one, is the cleavage of carbon chains oc-
casiomlly observed in alkylation, but unknown in acylation, 
®be difference in the amount of catalyst usually required in 
these two reactions is coffl»on knowledf^e and it is only mention­
ed here as an additional point of distinction, fhe latter dif­
ference is linked with the difference that exists in the 
nechanisas. In spite of considerable study of the mechanisms 
the pictu:m is not a clear one and an air of vagueness pre­
vails, especially in the case of alkylation. However, there 
is a clearly recognisable difference in the laechanisms of 
ftlkylfttion &mA acjlatloa. 
Briefly tla© difference in neelmnisns of alkylation and 
acylation is in tla© natmr® of tla® intermsdiat© addition co®-
plexes formed in the two reactions, Igloff, et al.(5a) give 
considerable detail on iB0Ciiani«ms of sikylation and reactions 
incidental to alkylation, Itoe octet theory of valence is 
used to give a closer and perhaps wore exact viewpoint of 
these TOChanlsffls, fh© works of Schroeiter (4), Wohl and 
Wertyporoch (5), Ipatieff, Sottarewsky and Qrosse (6), Dougherty 
(7), and Iharasch CS) are oatstai^lng on this subject. The 
meehanisM for a truly catalytic Friedel-Grafts reaction is il­
lustrated as follows by Dcttj^erty C7); 
CgHg • AlGls CglgAlUlg CCgHgAlClg)' — 
IX • AICI3 ^  11 AlGlg^ M* — ClEAlCla}" 
CC6%AlCl3)" * R* —CXAlCls) ^  {G6»5A1C13)"-.R*' + 
— (XAlClg)" 
|3«> Eftloff, Wilson, lulla and Van Arsdell, Chem, Rev,, 80. 
345 {1937). 
4)) achroeter, Ber., 1990 (1924), 
5) Wohl and teriyporoch, ibid.. §^, 1357 (1931). 
(6) Ipatieff, Koaarewsiey aa4 fcosse, J. Aw, Che-n. Soc., 57. 
1722 (1935), ' ' • 
(7) Dou^ierty, ibid.. S^, 576 <1929). 
(8) Iharasch, J.-fheii. Bducation. 404 (1928); g, 1703 (1931). 
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(GgHgAlClg)*—^ CgagS-AlGlg SgHgR ^ AICI3 
m*'^ imici^ r ix-AiGis ^  nx * AIGI^ 
OllTieir (9) wemld »e&m to ref^t® tMs aechanism since he clains 
that benzene foi«s no addition pro&act with aluaintiB chloride, 
further ©Tidenee is offered. In the field of alleylation, in 
favor of ifteseken^s (10) theory, "Bae latter postulates that 
in the Friedel-Grafts reaction the for»«tion of definite ad­
dition products has nothing to do with the catalytic action of 
the &lmffiin«3B chloride. According to Bfteseken this formation 
of addition ©oapotinds wtst be considered a poisoning of the 
catalyst rather than an explanation of the acceleration of the 
reaction as soiw would infer (?). 
In aeylation there is m question about the formation of 
complexes aiai the reaction ia universally conceded to proceed 
as follows; 
IGOGl + AlGlg —> IGOGl^AlGlg 
leOGl.AlGls • Gglg —^ SGOG6I5.AIGI5 + HCl 
lere the alimlnoa chloride is tied up perfaanently instead of 
(9) Olivier, Rec, trav, ehia., ^ 5. 817 (1926). 
(10) Baeaeteen. ibid., 39, 61^5 (1920), 
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being T9l®$kmA agala as pi»opoaed. in th© alkjlatlon mechanlsia, 
B8«sek©n*s (10) is born© oat by the fact that even a 
alight ®3tee»s of aluwlaim chloride over the necessary one 
e(pivalent causes a tremendoas acceleration of the reaction (IIX 
llelaM and iettag (12) have shown IShat the addition of alkyl 
or acyl halides to aroiaatic nuclei in th© Friedel-drafts re­
action is similar to their addition to olefin double bonds in 
the presence of alualnuia chloride, followed by elimination of 
hydrogen chloride. The difference between olefins and benzene 
derivatives i« only one of degree in this reaction. An ali­
phatic double bond adda more readily and the products are more 
stabley while the more sluggish aromatic double bond adda only 
under certain conditions and tends to eliminate hydrogen 
chloride. 
While iioiioalkylatlon 1« generally the desired reaction 
and little difficulty. If any. Is usually encountered in con­
trolling it to this stage, th® direct introduction of wore than 
one group in the »a®e ring is not uneoaimon. As a rule a lulx-
ture is obtained, th® relative amounts of the various alkylat­
ed products depei^lng on the concentration of the source of 
fjslysafeitituMos 
91 (1914); 35, 109 (1915). 
2246 (1922),'^ 
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alkyl groups sad of tl» al\ialia«a chlorid®. An increase In the 
smottut of alkyl halld© ©r olefin aaturally iBcreases the degree 
of polyalkylatlon, whereas the reverse effect is prodticed by 
Increasing the oaouat of altmiiwiia chloride after a certain 
point instance^ in a study of the mechanism of the Friedel-
Grafts reaction, Wertyporoeh and Firla Cl3) ran a aeries of ex-
peri®ents ia ^ ich they varied the ratios of the various re­
agents Ce.g,, beazena, ethyl chloride and aluainua chloride). 
Keeping the asount of toeniBeii© and aluffiimira chloride constant. 
It was found that a high ceacentration of e^yl chloride was 
necessary to for® hexaethylhenzene. With 10 cc, of ethyl 
chloride and 2 cc, of henzen©, experiments were mn using a) 
l.SS g., b) 2^66 g», e) 3,09 g,, and d) 5,5g g, of altraiinua 
chloride. fl» following yields of hexaethylbensene were ob­
tained: a) 3,14 g,, b) 4,S6 g,, c) 5,82 g,, and d) 0,95 g. 
friethylbenzene (1,65 g,} and tetraethylbenzene (2,44 g,J were 
•also Qbt&in®! ia d). 
Introduction of another alkyl group (sasae or different) 
into a nucleus already containing one or wore alkyl groups can 
also be considered as polyall^lation, ^e presence of these 
groups appears to have no interfering action on the new alkyl-
atlon, Steric influeaees mMoubtedly come into play with 
C13) Wertyporoeh and Firla, Ann,, jSOQ. 287 (1933), 
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large groups but the foriMitlon of hexaw«tliyl- and hexa©thyl-
^©azeaes is effected with ©a®©. In fact th© preaenc© of th© 
aa&ller alkyl groiips ©lAances the tendency for further suh-
stitution, 
Subatltutioii by m acyl group has th© opposite effect, for 
its ©reseae© in an aroMtic nucleus, ub1©s8 the risg is an 
activated one, will not permit further introduction of acyl 
groups. Only a very few inatasees involving "auperaromatic" 
(with respect to b©nz@i»^) cowpounds have been reported and 
these are either polymethylated benzenes, phenol derivatives 
or polynuclear eofflipounds» Sven with these, only two acyl 
groups were Introduced. Forced conditions were necessary to 
diacylat© m-jcylene with benzoyl chloride (14) forming the iso­
meric l,5-dia©thyl«4,6«dib©nzoyl- and l,3-di«©thyl-2,4-dlben-
zoylbenzer^is, Litewlse mesitylen© required a large excess of 
acetyl chloride {4 equivalents to 1) with refluxing (carbon 
disulfide solvent) to for® l,5,5-trlffl»thyl-2,4-diaeetylbena©ne. 
l®na©n@ and toluem did not gi^ a sinllar reaction <1§). 
Bauia ai»i Meyer <16) in an earlier investigation were not abl© 
to effect th© above diacetylatlon of mesitylen© possibly be­
cause of the shorter ti»© of reaction used. However, th© lat­
ter authors concluded frtaa successful diacylat ion exporiaenta 
<14) Clar and ^ohn, Ber., 3021 (1929). 
(15) Meyer, ibid., 1413 (1896). 
(16) Ba«» anaiiyer, ibid., 5212 (1895), 
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witfe 1,2,4,S- l,5,4,5-tetraiB@%hynE»en2eB®a that long heating 
sh©mld b® avoided in diaeylation, for this causes one of the 
acyl groups to split out, forming the Biono~derivati*e, Popov 
(17) obtained l-hydr©xy-2,4-dla6etyliiaphthalene exclusively in 
an acylation of th® m&iAtjl ether of t^-naphthol with acetyl 
chloride. 
SeisGOGl AlGl Ha 
COCH, 
GOOH3 
IKae ethyl ©th@r and benzoyl chloride, however, gave a mixture 
of th© fflono- and diacyl derivatives: 
OB 
GglgG^l 
GOG6H5 '^V^OCgHg 
COGgHg 
®he ether splitting involved here is postulated to have been 
caused by the excess altminua chloride used, k aixed diacyl-
naphthol was prepared by treating l-hydroxy-2-acetylnaphtha-
lene with benzoyl chloride: 
Goei, 
GgHgCQCl 
JOCH, 
(17) Popov, J. Qen. Qhem, (U.S.S.R.), 986 {1955)/g.A.. 
1049 (I956p, 
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PMlOFOglucin©! diacylfttea wltb. o-mthoxyelanaooyl chloride to 
give a diehalohone (18): 
r^^HsClGOei [J m r-^OCSaeaCgH^OCHg HO m 
1^1i«eHC6H40CH2 
ffeui dibeB2oat@ of liydroqiaiaoii© when treated with benaoyl chlor­
ide aiai alumimm ehloride forms the 2,5-dih®Bzoyl derivative 
(19): 
^OCgHg 
^OSgH 
• SOglgeOCl 
•5 
0COG«H5 
rS^eHs 
GeHsOGk^ 
OCOCfiHs 
Aathrfteene appears to be the only unsubstituted aromatic co»-
pomnd Ktiich hss been diaeylated, Aii exeesa of benzoic anhy­
dride was used in this ease to for® 9,lO-dibenzoylanthracene 
(20), 
Ba\^ and M®jer (16) aanouneed an extension of their study 
of dlacylation to thiophem but apparently had no success* In 
all the great a»t»nt of work dox]^ on thiophene, much of it in­
cluding acylation studies, only &m ease of polyacylation has 
(18) Shlnoda Sato, J. Phara. Soe. Japan« §1, 576 (1931) 
1916 {19SS1/. 
(19) Doebaer and Wolff, B»r,, JJ, 661 (1879), 
(20) Qook, J, Chem, Soe., 1^82 (1926), 
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h<mn reported, iloldfarb (21) aeetylated a dibenzohydrylthio-
pliei^ that h® prepared froa dltoenzohjdryl ether and thlophene 
a»S obtfttned a dlacetyl derli^-atlve, Sliice the exact structures 
of these compounda were not deteralned it la quite possible that 
the aeetyl groups may ha^© entered two of the four benzene 
rings present, and this would aot tee a case of dlacyletion aa 
It is considered here, Iijdeed, polysubstitution by acyl groups 
in different rings of polymielear coapouMs is quite coBimon, 
Many instances of disproportionatlon among alkylated aro­
matic coiapounds have been reported, Cfhls tera is used here 
to signify dealkylatlon with subsequent reeoablnation of the 
dissociated alkyl radicals with new radicals or compounds,) 
Consideration of the possibilities of such a process, involv­
ing polysubstituted compounds with two to six groups {with ben­
zene) either all the ssto cr mixed, and different aromatic 
cospounAs, will give an Idea of its eoaplexity and nuaber of 
products possible, Usually dlaproportionation occurs between 
a polyalkylated compound and an unsubstituted one. For in­
stance, m-xylene in the presence of benzene and aluBilnum 
chloride will give toluene, £-.Isopropyltoluene and benzene 
(21) Qoldfarb, J, Buss. f%iys.-Chem, Soc,. M. 1073 (1930) 
OjA., li, svis (iBiiix—— 
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gl*« tolmene isnd isopropjlto&nzene {22), M-t-butyl- and dl-t-
ajajlb©nz©n®s -In th.« presence of brazens and ferric chloride 
give the eorrespoMing *on© derivatives, but dl-aec- and di-
TgriJB-alkybenzeiie s ar© aot dealkylated under tbese coisdltions 
(23), fla,® saise investigators fouad that benzene reacts with 
di-, tri- and tetraeyolohesgflbeozenes in the presence of altm» 
listm <^lorSde t© give lower derivatives (24). Alkylbenzenea 
by themselves when heated with altu»ii»i» chloride give a 
variety of products as will b© seen by the following reactions: 
\/ 
m-, 
XX M®3 
(25) 
^3 ^3 
(25) 
^3 
CH(a%)g 
SB® ^3 
(25) 
(22) Boedtker and lalse, Mil, sec. ehi».. 2^, 444 (1916). 
(23) Ipatieff and eoraon, "J, fe. Cjltem. "Soc.. 59. 1417 (1937), 
(24) Corson and Ipatieff, ioi^.. 645 T1937T. 
(25) Moore and Sgloff, Met." gng«. j.7. 61 (1917). 
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CI. 
mn 
(26) 
HsCHgCr^ilsils 
aseigcL^llcas 
G6H4<%%>2 • %H2CC2l5)4 (13) 
^3 
ieHgJgSHGHs • 
^H6%)3 
CHs 
^g(C%)3 
WH3)3 
( Sil3 )3Gr^ i C^Hg) 3 
C(Cl5)3 
(27) 
Xlgratlon of alkyls frcm om typ® of cowpound to another does 
not seem to he very eoiMon but in the ease of £-t-butyl- and 
£-t«amylphenols with b®nz©n@, the reaction goes very smoothly 
to give good yields of th® oorreaponding alkylbenzenes (28): 
(26) Smith and Gass, J« Am, Gh.era« See,, 54, 1603 (1952) 
(27) Ijkcourt, Ball, aoe# clila, Belg.38. 1 (1929), 
(28) Smlth, J. 'Am, diieffi. '"i^oc.,' 5^. 899 (1937). 
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OH C {083)3 
OB 
/N 
OS 
W%)2GHgGH3 
^CHs )2CH2CH3 
With a £-oetjlpli©n©l tlie Migration is not smooth, in that 
elea'vag® of the alkyl group occurs. This will b« diseuaaed 
lator. 
Maproportionation in general may well be classified as a 
cleavage reaction. At least it involves cleavage. 
fhat disproportiomticn is unknown with acylated compounds 
might "be ejcpected frosa th© infregency of diacylated nuclei. 
Ito© carhon-oarhoB hond Joining the acyl group to the ring seems 
to be an unusually strong otsm. However, it is possible that 
a migration does occur during diacylation, for, as has already 
been stated, acyl groups split mit from the diacyl compouzuis 
on long heating, forming »ore of th© mono derivative (16), 
Since some aonoaeyl oorapouM is practically always isolated, 
too, this process »ay occur to sorae extent in all diacylations. 
- 19 -
Eearraiig®ffl©iit as disraass«d in this section will refer only 
to th® atoms within the addenda, i.©», alkyl and aeyl groups, 
fhe tendency for readjustaent of earbon atoms, and necessarily 
the hydrogens, in an alkyl group during alkylation is so strong 
that it is practically iapeasible to teep it froai occurring at 
least to soBi© extent in every reaction. Frequently noraal--
alkyl radicals do not retain their original structure at all in 
the products. With rmvj high alkyl halides there seems to be 
exception to this rule, this will be taken up later, Aluaiiinm 
chloride produces rearrangements at low temperatures (about 20-
100®) similar to those obtained at high temperatures (180-300®), 
In the great majority of reported rearrangements of this type 
the direction of reaction is toward the aost highly branched 
chain, Bven where a definite ©qtiilibrium has been demonstrated 
the »Qre highly branched isoBier predooinates, "fhe following 
examples are for eQuilibria reached by heating, but as stated 
above, they may be ccmsidered analogous to treatment with alum-
imm chloride at lower teaf^ ratures, Isobutyl bromide at 280° 
forms t-butyl bromide in about 90^ yields, the other lOjC re-
Baining unchanged (29), of eitiier n-propyl or iso-
propyl bromides at 250® resulted in an equilibriua mixture of 
(29) Irunel, Ber,, 3.G00 (1911). 
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10% Of til© isopropjl brofflid® and 30^ of tbe nomal-laomer {30), 
reversible Isomierlzatlon of the two propyl bromides Is 
represented by tlie following scheme: 
30^ 1 II 70^ 
Gl^CHgClgBr ^  CH3CI=<;Hg + HBr 5?=^ CHjCHBrCHs 
leaotlon II is faster than reaction I, This laoaierlzatlon of 
a branched akyl halide to a straight one la very tmusual and 
apparently nnknowa in Priedel-Grafta reaction, except in the 
aeylatlon of n-paraffln hydrocarbons to give branched chain 
ketones (31), For Instance, the following reversible isoaerl-
satlon of n-pentane is postulated in the mechanism for acyla-
tion with acetyl chloride and aluBlntt® dtiloride, 
GH3(Gl2)3CH5 =5==^ (C%)2CEG%CH3~l5i (6H3)2C=CHCH3 
iCaglgasCHCHs iC%)gGClCH<aOGH5)CH3 ^  
(eB5)gCHGH(CH3)00GH3 • HCl 
(30) Brotiwer and tlbaut, fiec. trav, chlm., S3. 1(K>1 (1934). 
(31) Ifenitzeseu and Ghlcos, Ber.. 68. 1584 Tl955). Ifhis 
article contains leading references,) 
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Reilly asid licMabotto® trcm tbeii* «a:a®liiatlon of the llt-
©ratere on taie smbjeet conolttAed that pearrangement of alkyl 
groups often qocvlts wimn they aj*«s intpodmoed Into a benzeme 
ring, and that the rearrangesnt of n-btityl chloride and Iso-
butyl chloride in forming butylbenzeaes by the Friedel-Crafts 
reaction is well estoblished. Other-workers (33) experimenting 
with n-hexane and n-oetane foimd that the iaowerlzatlon with 
the aid of aliailii»» chloride is greatly aetitrated by hydrogen 
chloride or smbstances capable of splitting off hydrogen 
chloride, e.g., alkyl chlorides, etc* i^eactions under these 
coMitions proceed at an appreciable rate at room teaperature, 
but without these activators (hydrogen <ihloride, etc,) the 
iso»rizatian proceeds at a marked rate only at higher tem­
peratures. 
A careful search in the literature failed to disclose any 
such rearrangement of acyl groups as has been described above 
for alkyl groups and aliphatic hydrocarbons, Consideration 
auat be taken of the fact that such rearrangen^nts would be 
limited to the aliphatic acyls since they are unknown in aro-
mtie nuclei, and that the acetyl group is used fflore commonly 
than all the ottosr longer cfc^lned acyls ca»bined. It is ob-
(32) Bellly and Klckinbottisi, J. Ohea. Sqc.. 103 (1920). 
(33) loldarskii, Eobull* slays and LlTshita, J. Qen. Chem. (tl.a.S.a. ), g, 1791 (1935) /-"C.A,, 3402 (1936j7. 
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•9^iou8ly lapossltole for isoiB©rlzatl<ai of tlae hydrocarbon part 
to oeeur in either an acetyl of proplonyl group, A molecular 
transformation tiiat ml^t coo© under this type of rearrange­
ment is the following reaction (34): 
CgHsCOCHCOHs)^ GU^ miOQU^ jCOGU^  * CeHsCOCHs 
§MMBm 
In a study o^f the reported eases of cleavage in the 
Priedel-Grafts reactions xauaeroua instances were fotmd, but 
little variation exists among th® types. That is, catalytic 
scissions of carhon-carhon bonds In paraffin hydrocarbons, 
olefins and alkylated aroaatic eompou^s constituted practi­
cally all the types that can be Included uaAer the Friedel-
Crafts reaction, ©le most eoiimon alkylatir^ agents are alkyl 
halldes, but no citation of a cleavage Involving ttiis type of 
reagent has been made with the exception of one by Oilman and 
lurtner {35} which will be discussed later in ttiis section, 
•fee breaking down of an octyl alcohol (36) during alkylation 
Involves a compound aittilar to an alkyl halide but it is al-
(34) Favor8S:y and fchiliagaren, Goapt. ree^,, 182. 221 (1926). 
(38) Qiliaan and Burtner, J, km, <5hem, ^ oc,, §2, 909 (1955), 
(36) fifcOreal and llederl."^lbid.. M, 8628 {m5). 
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together posslbla that these coKpouiids eliminate water and hy­
drogen halld®, rQsp©ctl'«r©lj, to form olefinaj or tiie hydro-
earbons might rerj readily form all^l chlorides, and basically 
no VM*iatioa in typos of cojBBoands cleavftd should be expected 
ia aay alkylation. 
Igloff, ©t ®X C5a), recently pablished a very comprohen-
»iv© review of the a0ti<m of almaimaB chloride on pure hydro­
carbons. A point that is eiaphasized fro® the very beginning 
and througbcttt the article la the teey position of butanes, 
especially iaobutane, in th® products arising from the various 
reactions caused by the catalyst. As will be seen,this four 
carbon unit appears again and again through cleavage, as a It-
butyl group, 
fimt cleavage ®ust occur during disproportionation has 
already received ccraraent, reason it is not included in 
this section Is the inherent process of, essentially, iaiHiedlate 
recoabinaticm of the aliphatic fragment with a new aromatic 
mcleus. SoaetiTOs, however, these fragaents combine with 
hydrogen to for® the eorrespondii^ paraffin hydrocarbon. In 
fact it is likely that this occurs to some extent in all dis-
proportionatlons of the discussed type, but the volatile hydro­
carbon products are frequently overlootod. One case has al­
ready been cited where the investigator isolated such a frag-
aent (27), Isobutane was obtained on treating £-^-butyltoluene 
with aluminum chloride at roo® temperature, in addition to 
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tolxtene and di- and tpibutjltoluones. Similarly, ppopylben-
zen®s gave dippopjlbenz®n©s, pfopana and tmnzene (37), At 
lower temperatTires less propane was forn»d while the yield of 
dilsopropylbenzene was inoreased, A deorease In the concentra­
tion of aluffilnwia chloride tends also to lower the amount of 
hydrocarbon foriaed. Obviously sow© soiirce of hydrogen is 
neceasary for the production of hydroearbone after dealkyla-
tion. FrequentJy this source la not shown, but the coupling 
of aryl radicals produces hydrogen, and this reaction frequent­
ly takes place, especially at hl|^  teaperatures which is con­
ducive to the fom&tion of paraffins. In some experiBients (38) 
saturated cyclic hydrocarbons were added expressly to furnish 
hydrogen, fhus, various alkylbenaenes, froa isopropylbenzene 
up to js-amylbenzene, when heated to about 70-80® in the 
presence of cyclohexane or deoahydronaphthalene and approxi-
amtely one-third equivalent aluminum chloride gave good yields 
of the oorrespending paraffins. 
A & I 1 
% 
or 
ig 
Hg Ig 
'^]^CH,(C2%)GH€% 
(CM3)3C and 
(C3S7)CHCHa7 
At temperatures between 120-180 al^leyolohexanes were 
(37) leis® and fShl, Ann,, gm, 15i (1892). 
(38) Ipatieff and Pima, J. fe. Ghea. Soc., &9. 56 (1937), 
cleaved foraiii^  paraffin hydrocarbons. With n-awyl- and iao-
affiylcjolohexanes ol^ aTrag© occurred to the extent of 70^ 1! and 
42^ , respectively, of the starting sBaterlals, Here an unusual 
thing happened in that hut an© waa ohteined in both cases re­
sulting from a breakage of the side oarbon between the first 
and second carbon, fhe other product waa methylcjclohexan® 
"Shia result brlnis out an interesting contrast between alkyl-
ben«©ii©8 and all^ lejclohexanes. In the fomer compounds the 
weakest carbon-carbon bonds ar© the ones joining the alkyl 
radicals to the beaasene rings, ^^ is accounts for the faet 
that cleavage of an alkylbenaene always talses place at this 
bond. With a saturated ring this characteristic is saaich less 
pronounced, and bonds within the sid® chain not only break but 
to® ring opens in cyelohexane itself in an isomerization to 
aethyleyclopentane, 
(59) 
(39) OrignaM and Stratft^ 'd, S<mpt» rend., 178. 2149 (1924), 
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% 
i^a latter reactlm Is on© «4ilcb has received meh attention, 
til© leading investigator being Senitaescu who has published a 
series of articles on the siibjeet (31). 
A diaproportiomtion reaction already mentioned, which 
would appear at first glance to he si«ilar to the above cleav­
age of ai^ lcyclohexane, is that between 4-{l,l,3,3)-tetra-
aethobtttylphenol and benzene to give btityl groups *diich alky­
late the benEene (28), Phenol with this same octylphenol 
forma g-t-butylphenol in good yields (40). 
^(ch5)gglge(0l3)3 a®(ck3)3 r^h 
r^(ch3)2chge(gl3)3 
10 
r^oa 
(g%)3c^ 
While no aechanisns were offered, it is very probable that or-
(40) Sfflith and Rodden, J, Chem» Soc,, 59. 2353 (1937), 
dimry d#aliylation of ©ctjl group oecarred a« usual at 
the aryl-alkyl liakag# to form dlisotetylen© and phenol, Aa 
will b© seen below this oleflnic diaer is dissociated readily 
either by depolymerization to isobutylene, or simply by eleav-
ag© to t-butyl radicals amd isobutenyl radicals which combine 
at one© with aryl nuclei or themselves. Depolymerization is 
Bore plausible, 
Qrosso and Ipatieff (41) have reported a reisarkable series 
of reactions with paraffin hydrocarbons and benzene. Approxi­
mately molecaalar qmantltiea of a saturated hydrocarbon (e.g. ^ 
£,2,4-trimethylpentan©) ai»l of benseae were ailsred with about 
ten aole per cent of catalyst, e.g., aluminuBi chloride or 
sirconium chloride, for four hours at 25-50° and atmospheric 
pressure. With zirconiua chloride a temperature range of SO­
TS® was used. products with each chloride were good 
yields of isobutane, ^ -butylbenzene and dl-^ -t-limtylbenzene. 
®ie presence of hydrogen chloride is essential. Two mechan­
isms are proposed, 11ther (1) th© chain breaks down Into t-
butyl radicals, one ©f which unites with a phenyl group and 
the other with hydrogen to form isobutane; or (115 the cleav­
age may result in direct foraatlon of Isobutane together with 
isobutylene which alkylates bensene; 
(41) Qrosse aM Ipatiefi , J. Are. Chem. 3oc.. 57. 2415 (1935). 
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I I 
gghsecshs)^ Qm^cm{Qm^)2 
ill) iC%)3CCl2CH(e%)2 —-» C€H3)seH • CH2=C(CH3)2 
egbg + c%s:e(ch3)2 > c6hss{e%)s 
®bi© Most notable featore ©f th® abeve reaetions i« th© mildness 
of th© conditions, mill© stabstitutlon of phosphoplc acid fop 
»@tallle halldes In this reaetlon excludes it from th© clas-
alflcfttion as a Fri®d©l-Crafta synthesis, mention should b© 
aade that this catalyst gives ccasparable results at 460® (42), 
la the atoov© reactions using aluMinu® chloride and hydrogen 
chloride it is entirely possible that alkyl chlorides were 
foraed and that these were th® alkylating agents rather than, 
or in addition to, olefins. With phosphoric acid in an inert 
atmosphere of nitrogen there is obviously no chance for alkyl 
halldes to form. However, it is probable that esters of 
phosjdiorlc acid are formed and that these function as an alky­
lating agent. In this connection the use of alcohols as alky­
lating agents should b© mentioned. Tertiary and secondary 
alcohols condense with aroaatic hydrocarbons in the presence 
(42) Ipatleff, KoMirewsky and Pinos» J, to, Chem, Soc,, 58. 
918 (1936),  ^
of almalHwa chloride to giv® good yields of alkylated products, 
la contrast is the failur® of primary alcohols to alkylate at 
all. Olefins and alkyl halldes ar© formed with the tertiary 
aad secondary alcohols. On the toasla that the latter are the 
true alkylating agents it is easy to uiiderstand the reluctance 
of primary alcohols to react, for the ease with which ali­
phatic alcohols split out water is: tertiary > secondary > 
prlaary. IRie reactivity of these alcohols as alkylating 
agents is in the saae order, Slallar reasoning holds for the 
assusption that the hydroxyl grcmp combines with a loosened 
hydrogen of the aroHiatie ring to form water, with coincident 
or subsequent alkylation, 
faraffias alone with aluminum chlorSde required substan­
tially higher temperataires (150-200®) before appreciable re­
action occurred (43), Splitting, isoaierization and polymeri­
zation took place wl^  butane, hescane, heptane and 2,2,4-tri-
methylpentane. Isomerization is accounted for by recombina­
tion (all^ latlon) at different carbons of tl^  lower paraffin 
hydrocarbon and olefin, forj^ d by primary splitting. Hydrogen 
chloride is also iwjcessary here. Another study (59) was nade 
similar to this using higher imraffins (octane, 2,5-difflethyl-
hexane, decane, 2,'7-dimethyloctai5« aiwi heptadecane}, Butane 
(45)  Ipatieff and Qrosse, Ind. Bag. Chea., 2^ . 461 (1956), 
was {a»©<itic©d In ©aeh ease, Bogliming with th® decanes, butane 
was slraultajieouslj split off from both ends, leaving an un« 
aattipated residti# whieh polytaerized, feaiperatures between 120-
150® were used, with g0-3€^  alumlmoa chloride. Apparently no 
hydrogen chloride was added. It is probable, however, that 
enou.gh moistMr© was present to generate hydrogen chloride for 
the reaction, for dry pen tan© and freshly sublimed alurainuai 
chloride underwent essentially no reaction even at 133° (44). 
Mdition of an activator, e.g», hydrogen dfciloride, hydrogen 
bromide, hydra ted aluminum chloride or alkyl chlorides, caused 
isoreeriaatlon and decomposition at once to isopentane, butane 
and isobutane, Th® latter was the chief prc^ uct. Aluminum 
bromide, however, did not require any activator. Two of the 
hi^ est paraffin hydrocarbons that apparently have been treat­
ed in the pure state with aluainum chloride are octadecane, 
1^8%8» hexatriacontane, (45). Temperatures of 
about 110° aM iso® were used, respectively. So unsaturated 
products were obtained but a great nany saturated hydrocar­
bons were foraed, for no clean cut fractions could be cut dur­
ing distillation of the licp.ld portion, although the total range 
was 20-1T5®, Hon© of the fractions, gaseous, liquid or solid, 
was identified, 
C44) dlasebrook, Kiillips and l^ ovell, J, Am. ghea, Soc., 
1944 C1936). 
(45) Bauer and IPowa, Ber., (1934), 
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Cleavage with a more orthodox alkylating agent in the 
Friedel-Grafts reaction w»s fo«sd in an alkylation of benzene 
with (iiisohutylene (46), Mono-, di- and probably tri-t-butyl-
benzenes were obtained, apimrentlj as the sole products. 
cghs + ^ e@h§ccchs)3 • l-c6h4#cch3)a7g 
• <313)273 
authors claim tImt tee reaction proceeds through a process 
of depolymeriKation to isobutylen© and subsequent alkylation, 
an^  propose the term "depoly&llylation" for this type of re­
action, Similar reactions took place with sulfuric or phos-
Stooric acid as a catalyst, 
A Tery aiailar reaction was observed in experiments con­
nected with the cleavage involved in the dealkylation of £-t-
octylphenol {40|, Blisobutylen© reacted with phenol in the 
presence of altainu® chloride to form £->jt-butylphenol in 67^  
yield while only 14^  of the noraal product, £-t-octylphenol, 
was obtained. 
OS 
4- (c%),ccl=c(ch2k —> 
(€83)30^^ ^ {ca3%cch2(c%)ge 
m 
(46) Ii^ tieff and Pines, J, Aa. Che», Soc., §§, 1056 (1956), 
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Fecullarly, no rsferene® was asde to the foj^ ogoing work (46) nor 
was aay median Ism proposed, **I>«poljalkylatlon" probably occurs 
here, too, Smeh a slaple aechaiilsm caimot be used, however, to 
sxplala the fm*®ation of a»yl~ and hexylbenzonea in. addition to 
btttylbemen© obtained frow diaraylen®, benajone and aluminuin 
chloride (47). Butylbenzene was th® laain product. 
^<^§*^489 ®6®5 *®6®11 * 66%*c6®13 
Ihiring a routine a^ n^thssia of varioua alkylphenols, an 
anoiftalous remxlt was obtained in an attempt to pa'epare £--t-
oetylphenol by eoisdensing 2,2,4«trl®@thylp©ntanol-4 with piienol 
at ISO-180® using zlme chloride as catalyst (56). The expect­
ed product was not obtained but instead, g-t-butylphenol was 
the !min reaction product. 
r^oa 
+ (glglgcehg^sighgjgol 
(chjlscky 
Likewise with 4-t-oetyleyclohexanol-l and phenol,£-jt-butyl 
phenol was formed instead of th© normal E-(4-t-octyl)-cyclo-
hej^ lphenol. 
(47)  Tilichee^  and Xuruindln, Heftyanoe Khoz,, Ig, 586 (1950) 
5469 (1931^ 7:^  
OH lol 
• mil 
(083)30002(013)26^  ^Hg (083)3(3^  
ffej© condensation of aleohols with phenols in th© presence of 
ainc ^ lori<ie to farm th© eoryesponding sabstituted phenols 
is tBTjmd tti® "LiebfflBJRn laethod" (36) feut the reaction m&j also 
he classified as on® of the wanj lariations of the Friedel-
Orafts reactions. 
From the foregoing discmssion of various cleavage pheno®-
eiia hy the action cC metallic halides it is apparent that 
scission of carbon-carhon boMs hj this type of reagent is 
eowBOn at elevated temperatures (100® aiwl above) and occasional 
at lower ones. However, the type of coapounds and conditions 
in all these cases bear mny points in coMion with each other, 
fhe cleavage alkylation obtained by iSilman and Burtner (35) 
with ethyl 5-torom©-2-f\iroate and n-&B^ l chloride and n-hexyl 
bromide, successively, while similar to those above in some 
ways, is «niqme in most res5«cts, fhey obtained ethyl 4-^ -
butyl-S-bromo-2-faroate with each of these higher alkyl halides. 
Sr 
(083)30 
^^ogohgchs 
• cb3(chg)^01 
br\^/002cb^ck3 
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^ ^ cohslsgp 
* chstohglgbr —^ 
l^eogclgolg lrl^02e%ch3 
H9x»# again tti© el®avag@ to a fbto? carbon mit, a t-butyl group, 
is til® most outstanding f®atur@ and is th® min point of 
slallarity to tbe eleavagss just dessribdd. In fact th® anal-
®IP^  tends to close with this faet« fh® uniqueness arises first 
fro® th® use of oarbon dlsulfid® as a solvent, which appears 
t© be the only one eapable of prtslueing this reset ion besides 
a-tetraehloroetJian®, as will be developed later. Second, a 
low teaperatur© (about SS®} was used. IRhilrd, the butyl deri­
vative seeas to be the only alkylated product. Fourth, a 
heterocycle is Involved instead of a cyclic hydrocarbon. Fifth, 
the aroimtic nucleus is substituted with two different negative 
groups. ®ie fact that alkyl halides are prisftrlly involved is 
not of aaich significance, for they are readily converted to 
olefins. 
Froa the ra«erou8 cleavage phenomena in variations of alky-
latlon by laie Frledel-Crafts reaction, it would seem that 
cleavage is a characteristic rather tl»n an anomaly. Scission 
of an alkylaryl linkage ijf^  ebaracteriatic but breaking up of alhyl 
groups at moderate tenperatures aaist be considered ano^ lous. 
Ixamination of the literature has failed to reveal any 
cleavage reactions during acylatlon, or of C-acylated products. 
However, certain acid chlorides have been found to dissociate 
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©a treatment with altimiimm chloride {40), For instance, tri-
®®tliylac©tyl chloride decomposes rerj energetically in the 
Similarly, di<^ lorea««tyl chloride wi^  an excess of altusimim 
ehlorid® yields cartoon mon©3d.d® and chlorofom. 
Introduction of acyl md alkyl grcwps into pf-positions in 
ftaram coaipouisds go®® smoottily and the reactions are qtiit© re-
liabl®. With «>no-oC-substituted furans th© entering group 
displaces th© reaaining tsC-hydroi^n, with one v©ry notable ex­
ception, 2-Furfural and isopropyl chloride form 4-4aopropyl-2-
furfural instead of the expected 5-l«opropyl-2-furfural (49), 
aHaan and Calloway (50) discuss the Friedel-Crafts reaction 
with 8-fmryl phenyl ketone, 2»furfural, furan, sethyl 2-furoate, 
(48) Sl^ eseken, See, tra^ . ©hia., gg, 8S (1910), 
(49) Qilaan, Ca'ti'eway"ai^ '"'ifer^ ner, J, Am, Chew, Soc., |5?. 906 
(1935), 
(50) jlilisan,awi Galloway, ibid.. 4197 (1933), 
preaene® of aluminu» chlori<5© even at 0° to form hydrogen 
chloride, carbon monoxide and Isobutylene. 
{c%)3ecoGi —» aci * m * (o%)gC=CH2 
GlgOHOOCl 
- ,'',6 -
2-fttroie aoid, ©ttojl 2«fiiroat6 «M ii^ S-dlajethylfuran, 
Aeylation methyl 2-ftiroate go«M not he effected using 
aluminuB ehlofide with either an acid chloride or an acid an­
hydride, Is the presence of ferric chloride or stannic chlor­
ide, however, the acylation proceed€Mi with ease. While the 
latter catalysts are frequently observed to he superior to 
alu»in«ia chloride in acylations (61), the difference is usually 
in degree ratfaer timn complete imreactivity of aliminuia chlor­
ide as described above. 
On the other hand substitutions in the /tf-positions of the 
furan ring are erratic. Very little work has been done with 
di-oC-substituted furans In the Friedel-Crafts reaction and not 
a great deal is toown about the reaction with these compounds. 
Only a feW/^ -acylatioas have been reported, 2,5-I)iBiethylfuran 
with acetic a^ ydrid© and aluminum chloride gave 3-acetyl-2, 
5-dlsa©thylfuran (52), A yield of 42^  was obtained using ferric 
chloride (50), ienzoylation of 2,5-diaiethylfuran was effected 
in 1% yield with benzoyl chloride and alualnum chloride in 
carbon disulfide. Benzoic anhydride and ferric chloride In 
carbon disulfide gave no better results, but benzoic anhydride 
and stannic chloride in benzene gave a 29% yield. The product 
(51) aalloway, Igwa State Coll. J. Scl,, g, 141 {1934), 
(SS) Oilaiaja and"'Rirtner,' 'See,'' trav,' 'citlffi.. SI. 66? (1932), 
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iB @aoli case was 2,5-dl»etliyl-3-furyl phenyl ketone. 
r0c_ 
m. 
* saoci or (lCO)gO 
ghgs^hg 
With aethyl S-®«thyl-2-far<»t©, acetie asEtoydrlde and stannic 
chloride the acetyl group entered the^  ^-position adjacent to 
ttoe methyl group to fom aettayl 4-acetyl-S-i!iethyl~2-furoate 
(53), Ithyl 5-hr©mo-2-jPar€«te did not acylate (3) to for» a 
/? •acyl derivative, hut isopropyl chloride alkylated this same 
ester to fora ethyl 4-l8opropyl-S-br»o-2-furoate in 34SIS yield. 
In contrast, t-lbutyl chloride gave only a yield of ethyl 
4'-t^ -hutyl-8-hr«o-2-far©ate (35). With the next two hi^ er 
homologous halides the a®yl and hexyl groups were cleaved (35), 
as described in the previous section and ethyl 4«t-butyl-5-
broM0-2-furoat© was again the sole product isolated in each 
ease. 
Another animalous Frledel-Crafts reaction was observed 
with 2-faroic acid and benzene (54), Here a condensation 
similar to the Diela-Alder reaction occurred, forming 
oC-naphtholc acid in good yields. 
(53) ©ilraan, Salloway aiwi Smltii, 3, Am. Ghegi, Soc,, 56. 220 
{1934). 
(54) Oilman, MeCorkl® and Calloway, J. km, Chea. Soc,, 5^ . 745 
(1934). 
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14iis type of reaction in tbe Friedel-Grafts syiitli^ sls appears 
to have no pr»e©ed©jat, 
An uBusual and interesting replacement reaction was ob­
served with two deriiratives of the sulfur analog of furan, 
thiophene (55), 2,5-Dlbro«o- and 2,S-<liiodothiophenes were 
treated with acetyl chloride and al*3BBim3u« chloride. One of 
the halogens was replaced in each case hy an acetyl group to 
for® 2-1oroiao~5-acetyl- and 2-iodo-S-aeetylthio|j4ienes, reapec-
timely. 
"V' 
• gisooai 
gh^od 
• chaoool > 
With 2-aitrofuran, propionyl chloride and titanium tetra­
chloride another replae^ ent occurred (56), Here the acyl 
(55) Q&ttermna and lft»r, Ber,, 19. 688 (1886). 
(§6) Qili»n« Burtner, Calloway and Turck, J, Am, Chem, See,, 
§2, ©07 
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group was assissM^ d to enter tiie imsubstittited e<-poaltion and the 
aitro groap to be replaced by cblorlno, forming 2-chloro-5-
f«ry1® tbyIk®ton®, 
fbe p^ irpose of this th@sl» was to study some of the dlf-
fereaeea between aUrylatlon and acylatlon as outlined In pre­
vious sections, with emptoasis on the unusual features of these 
reactions, particularly among furaas, fhe greatest part of 
the work desorlbed in the following piges waa devoted to an 
investigation of the cleavi^ e phenomenon observed with ethyl 
5-broao-2-furoat® C57). M attempt was made to establish the 
Halts of this reaetlon and its awohanlsa. 
\ySO2 
0 
(§7) ®ais mesis, p.33. 
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filORlTlGAL PABT Am DISGDSSIOS OF RBSTFLTS 
Limitn 13ft CX&mAm 
A® a p:'0ll®inary iuYesfclgatlon in a study of thx) niechan-
is» of th® eleavag® reaction with etliyl 5«l3i»0!B0-2-fur0Hte and 
n-aayl chloride or n-hexyl bromide CSS), it seemed desirable to 
deteraine the liaits of this reaction. To be systematic it was 
necessary to start with a single reaction using a definite 
proee<liire asid then vary only one reagent or condition at a 
time, fhe following reaction mas chosen and the conditions 
were essentially th® same as those oiitlined by Oilman and 
Burtner C 35), 
0 
Briefly these conditions ar© as follows: a solution of ethyl 
8-bro»o-*2-ftiroate and th© alkyl halide was added dropwise to a 
stirred smspension of the altmima cftiloride in cai^ on disulfide 
at rooia temperataare. Stirring was contiimed for twenty-four 
hours and th® ®ixtur® worked up in the usual manner. Since 
the allcyl halide was th© only thing that was different between 
this reaction and the one in which ^ -butyl chloride was used 
to give th© sa®© product, it was logical to vary this reagent 
first. 
(chsjso 
bl\/bogoh2ch3 
* 0h3(0b2)4c1 
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Alkyl Halid®a. 
Variation Is possible In two ways with each horaolog: 
Isoaarizatlon in the chain «»i difference in the halogen. 
©rery combination, of course, was not attempted for reasons 
that the nmber of experiaenta necessary wowld be pr<^ lbitive 
and many alkyl halides are not available. Of the aaaiyl chlor­
ide®, the n- and ^ -laoaers were tried. Both of these were 
cleaved to form ethyl 4-t~butyl-5-bromo-2-furoate, "Hie orig­
inal yield repcqcted for n-affl(yl chloride was 13 per cent, based 
on the theoretical amount of prodmct (35), and in spite of 
many variations in experliaental conditions an increase to 20 
per cent was th© laaxiaiua in any ran. With t-amyl chloride the 
yield was aiibstantially lower, 6 per cent. 
fh® fact that there was any cleavage in the t-awyl group is 
especially significant, fcr there is no reported instance 
where sttch a scission occurred under any coMltions, Even as-
suailng that hydrogen chloride split out to form an isoamylene, 
which was subsequently cleaved, there is still no precedent 
for the process. 
Qoing to th® next halogen, bromine, with a five carbon 
chain, n-aiayl bromide gave a still more anomalous result. The 
msh^ 
•+ CHgCOSgCOlCGSg )g """"••)> 
0 
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saaa® el@avsg@ and r©arraii.g@«©nt of the n-aaijl radical to a 
toutyl group o©ourr®d, hut inat©ad of forming ethyl 4-t-hutyl-
5-'bromo-2-fa.roate the «<^ -hr«iiie was replaced by the t-butyl 
group to give ethyl 5«^ -butyl-2-furo«te, The product was iso­
lated in the fora of the correspoiiuding furoic acid in 51-40 
per cent yields. 
srk^ogcagchs 
+ sh3{ei2)4br —> 
(gh3)5c^y^02ch2ch3 
Shis reaction was entirely unexpected and is a novel one in 
tiae field of alkylation by the Friedel-Crafts synthesis. Ho 
ethyl 4-it-butyl-S-broffl©~2~fur©ate was Isolated in the first 
znms of this reaetion in which the comparatively high (31-40 
per cent) yields of 5-t-butyl-2-furoic acid were obtained. 
Later experiaents, in iftiieh further variations were made, gave 
a Mixture of these two compounds. 
(ghslscr 
. eh5<0l2>4b^ 
lryg02®2c% Br ^^ ^ogghgohs 
{csgjsck^ogchgch^ 
Still other variations gave only the "normal" ethyl 4-Jt-butyl-
§-br®ao-2-furoate, Ifels reaction and the effect of divers var-
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ietloRs will be discussed nore in detail In a later section of 
this theisis. 
Another surprising result was obtained with isoamyl bro­
mide, f0r onlj ©thjl 4-t-htitj3-5-hromo-2-ftiroate wa® obtained. 
{c%)3c^ 
• CO%)«GlfClgCHoBr —> 
brk^ogclgoss brycogcsgchg 
Sere a mixture of the latter eompoand and 4-jb-butyl-2-furoic 
aeid was expected, or even th® bromine replacement product 
alone, fhe yield (20 per cent) was comparable to that obtain­
ed with n-amyl chloride, 
Tim onlj amyl iodide tried was the normal-isomer. Again 
the reaction was scasewhat anosmlous in that there was none of 
th© product ^ ich was foraed by a-awyi bromide (ethyl 5-^ -butyl-
2-ftaroat®, or the corresponding acid), ®ie yield of ethyl 
4-;t-butyl-5-bromo-2-furoate was 25 per cent, slightly better 
than with chloride. 
* ch*(gho)a^ 
brv^ogglgghs br'n^ogchacbj 
Qoing to the next higher alkyl group the six carbon 
chain was also foui^  to undergo cleavage to a jfc-butyl group 
(35), The only other hexyl halides tried besides the n-hexyl 
bromide were n-h#xyl chloride and cyclohexyl chloride. 
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n^ Heacyl oliloride gave no cement of the tf<-broffiine In ethyl 
S-broiio-B-ftarcmte, but the yield of ethyl 4-t-butyl-6-brcHno-
2-ftiroate (20 per cent) was deoidedly increased over the 6 per 
cent with n-hexyl brosiide. 
The use of cyclohescyl clilorid© in this reaction v/as a raore 
stringent teat tlmn experiments with any other alkyl halide, 
for there ia no instance reported of a cleavage of this ali-
eyolio group to mailer groups under moderate Friedel-Grafts 
eonditions. Ihile there i^peared to be considerable reaction 
on mixing the ingredients, no alkylated f^ran derivative could 
be isolated, There was more than the usual araoiant of tarry 
residue ©n distillation of the neutral products and no cyclo-
hexyl chloride was recovered, Apparently the ring was eleaved 
but the frsgmenta did not alkylate the ethyl 5-br<aao-2-furoate 
as see»s to be the oase vrith open chain alkyl halides. Ho 
ethyl 4-t«-butyl-6-br<MO-2~furoate was obtained in spite of an 
exhaustive search for this compound. 
Since the cleavage of open chain alkyl groups containing 
five and six carbon atoas api^ ared to be a consistent process 
in this reaction, it seemed that running a ©omplet© series of 
homologous halides was unneoessary. fhat is, it was assumed 
(013)3^ 
+ cfh;5c 012)561 > 
B 
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that if long chain alkjl halldes w©re shown to be cleaved to 
t-butyl groups, iS*e alkyl Imlides intermediate to heayl- and 
tfe,@ long-chain halides would tmdoubtedly b© cleaved also. With 
this reasoning, experiments with heptyl, octyl, nonyl, etc., 
halldes were passed by and a twelve carhon alkyl halide tried 
next, I.auryl (g-dodecyl) broaide beMved in a very similar 
*Qnn©r to n-amyl chloride, fhe only alkylated product iso­
lated was ethyl ^-^-hutyl-S-hroao-S-fiiroate in a 15 per cent 
yield. Other dodeeyl halldes were not tjsed becatise of the in­
accessibility of branched isomers and the assumption that 
further investigation here was virnecessary. 
In passing to taie nezt alkyl halide in this investigation 
a Jump of four cartoons was aade to cetyl (hexadecyl) bromide. 
Scission of the alkyl group occurred again giving the usual 
ethyl 4-t-butyl-8-broao-2-furoate, 
cch3)3c 
^ osgccftgllxbr —> 
b: 
+ gh3(ch2)i5br > 
cc%)3e^ 
o 
®ie yield was SO per cent of the theoretical calculated fro® 
the amount of ethyl 5-br0iB0-2-fur0ate used. 
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n-Oetadecyl bromide was the hi^ test molecular weight alky 
lating agent ttsed and surprisingly gave the highest yield, by 
a generous TOrgin, of ariy of the reagents tried, Ifee yield of 
ethyl 4-t-toutyl-5-bromo-2-furoate here was 46 per cent in com­
parison with the next highest, 25 per cent, obtained with 
n-amyl iodide. 
y-Ph«nyl-n-proi^ l bromide should behave like any other n-
alkyl bromide as far as the carbon-'bromine bond is concerned, 
but this compound did not give any alkylated furan derivative, 
with cleavage or otherwise, Tfee expected product was ethyl 
4«l»opropyl-5-broiao-2-furoate, e^ only p:'0duct isolated was 
an ester which on saponification gave an acid Tith no melting 
point, partially decomposing at 289®, This latter compound 
was not identified, but it is not at all likely that it is a 
phenylpropyl derivative of 2-furole or of 5-bromo-2-furoic 
acid, because of the fact that it fails to Kelt, J^ -Rienyl-
n-propyl bromide contains a total of nine carbon atoms, but 
the difference in the linkage between the six carbons in the 
phenyl group warrants special classification of the compound, 
fhat is, under no condition can it be considered a nonyl bro­
mide. 
ghg i ghg) i?®'* 
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Alcohols. 
Other types of alkjlating agents were tried in tails re­
action "bttt not in such an eastenslTe series as with the alkyl 
halMes. An asstimptlon was amde on the basis of the consist­
ent results obtained with the allsyl halides, that. If the par­
ticular cofflpound actually used did or did not alkylate ethyl 
S-broffio-S-furoate, then higher or lower horaologs of this com-
potmd would behave similarly. For instance, _t-aayl alcohol 
alkylated this furan deriiratiw, with clea'^ age, to give ethyl 
4-t«l:ftityl-5-bromo-2-furoate in 10 per cent yield, Frcaa this 
re®ilt It was taken for granted that Jb-heayl, t-heptyl, etc. 
and perhaps sec-asBg^ l, »«®*he3cyl, sec-heptyl, etc, alcohols 
would also yield this saae t-butylfuran derivative, and no 
other alcohol was tried, fhe foundation for this assuaption 
is certainly not as strong as it might be, but neither is it 
based on the findings here with the alkyl halldes alone. One 
of th© |2*l®ary principles of organic cheffilstry is the sirallar-
ity in cheaieal properties In an hoaiologous series* I^ rther 
aisi closer to the point is the fact that other types of alky­
lating agents than alkyl halidea consistently split into 
four-carbon (butyl) groups on passing fr^ m one hoaolog to 
another. Ihus, pentane (44), l^ xane (4B), octanes, decanes 
and heptadecane (39) all give butanes in the presence of alu-
chloride, Sl»ilarly both dilsobutylene (46) and di-
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a^ len© (47) with beazen® tojm butyl benzenes, 
Ol&flBS. 
01«flii hydrocfltrbons serve as good alkylating agents in 
t!i© Priedel-Orafta reaotion and tfaey have been found to under­
go 0l®ftvag© to give butyl derivatives under so»e conditions 
(46, 47), only furaa derivative that haa been alkylated 
by an olefin, butylene, is methyl 2-furoate (58) but the yield 
(8 per cent) of aethyl 5-Jb-butyl-8-furoate was poor in com­
parison to the yields obtained with butyl halidea (about 50 
per cent). It was expected that/^ -n-«aylene would behave in 
a manner similar to aayl halldes in the alkylatlon of ethyl 
5-brQmo-2-furoate, Surprisingly there was no alkylatlon at 
all aM most of the ethyl S-browo-g-furoate was recovered un­
changed except for hydrolysis of some of aoae of the ester to 
S-bromo-E-furoie acid in check runs, fhere was considerable 
tarry residue in addition to high boiling resina, collected 
over a wide range and ^ ich would not saponify, 
Gyelohexene alao failed to give asny all:ylat«Ml product even 
at refluxing temperature (46®). The only compounds isolated 
froa the reaction mixture were recovered ethyl S-bronio-2-
furoate and 5-bromo-S«furoi® acid, ®iere was a large tarry resi-
(58) Calloway, Doctoral Thesis, Iowa State College Library 
(1933), 
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d.m« whieh would not distill, ®iis negative result was not as 
smrprlslng aa that obtained wlth/^ -n-aMylene, for in cyclo-
liexeii®, as in eyclohexyl chloride, tbsre are more stable con­
nections between the carbon atoms, and cl^ avago was not expect­
ed. 
®ie failure of/i?-a-a^ lene to give a cleavage alkylation, 
together with the fact that a lower yield was obtained with 
butylene cofflpar^  with butyl halides in the alkylation of 
©ethyl 2-furoate, suggested the idea that olefins are not act­
ive enough alkylating agents to alkylate the less readily sub­
stituted ettiyl 5-brcMBO-2-furoate, Accordingly butylene was 
used in an attempted alkylation of the latter fUi^ n deriva­
tive, In spite of repeated efforts using large excesses of 
butylene the combined recovery of ethyl 5-bro«o-2-furoate as 
the original ester and the corresponding acid was almost 
«|uantitatlve in esch run, Considerable quantities of resin­
ous material were obtained ifeieh distilled over a wide range 
but would not saponify, !&eae taiick fluids were probably 
polymerigation products frora the butylene, 
Dliaobutylene has been observed to alkylate phenol to 
give £-^ -butylph©nol (40) and it was expected that a similar 
clea'vage alkylation would take place with ethyl S-bromo-2-
furoate. Actually no alkylated product could be isolated and 
96^  of the ethyl S-brorao-2-furoate was recovered in the forma 
of the original ester and the corresponding acid. 
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gltplles. 
Aliphatic nitriles have used suecesafully aa alky­
lating agents in tlae Frledol-^ Jrafts reaetion^  and after the 
signal result obtained with a"®6t®d®eyl h3!»oaid« it seeraed log-
ical that stearoaitrile (n-h#ptad©eyl eyanide) should also 
give a cleavage alkylation. Repeated experiments proved 
otherwise, however, for quantitative recovery of both the 
ethyl 5-broBio-2«fttroatQ and stearonitrile was the only resralt. 
®iis is not very surprising on taking into consideration the 
inactivity of the furan nucleus in the negatively substituted 
derivative at hand. In other words aliphatic nitriles are not 
nearly as good alkylating agents as alkyl halides, in general, 
and no good in this ease. 
Alkylated Aroaatle Sompounda, 
It has heen shown (59) that polyalkyhenzenes become alky­
lating agents fcr benzene in the presenee of alumintim chlor­
ide, Siailarly, awsnoalkylated aroaatie eoiapounds under eer-
tain ceaaditiors act essentially as alkylating agents. Further, 
long chain alkyl groups have been observed to uMergo cleav­
age in this type of alkylation {28, 40), £-t-Aiaylphenol alky­
lated benssene to give a 2S per cent yield of t-«mylbenaene 
(59) This thesis, p,l§. 
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(28) but this alkylating agent failed to rsaet with ethyl 5-
broi»o-2-f woate, 
-^A»ylhen5B«n® apparently has not been used as an alkylat­
ing agent tout it is very ppobable tlmt it will alkylate another 
aromatic eoatpound, ®«g,, phenol, in the presence of aluminum 
chloride. It waa tiaed in this work with ethyl S-bromo-S-
furoat® in an attempt to effect a elea^ age alkylation like 
that obtained with aiayl halides* e^ effort was unsuccessful, 
for th© only product was a high boiling ester which gave an 
acid void of bromine, melting at 187-187,5®, "Riis ia practi­
cally the melting point of S-broao-2-furoie acid (186-187®) 
but a Ijl mixture of the two acids selted about thirty to 
forty degrees lower, fhis unusually great depression of the 
uelting point of 5-broao-g-furoio acid is significant in that 
impurities in general usually lower the melting point only a 
few degrees and laixed melting points with structurally similar 
compounds with mlting points approximating 185® give depres­
sions of only ten to twenty degrees. From this behavior it 
seems probable that the unknown acid is not a 2-furoic acid 
derivative. More direct evidence against the presence of a 
furan ring in combination with a carboxyl group is the low 
oxygen content calculated from carbon and hydrogen analyses, 
fhe neutral e<^ ivalerit of the unknown acid was 185 and the 
average per cent of oxygen was about 18, A furoic acid would 
contain at least three ojsygen atoms and with a molecular weight 
" m " 
of 1&& the cent oxjgen would h© 26. Two oxjgens on the 
oth®i» hand constittite 17,3 p&r cent of a compound having this 
Biol©<nilar weight, fh© empirical formila is approxlinately 
1^1^ 1^62:t is possible that a condensation between the ben­
zene and furan ring occurred to forro a naphthoic acid in a man­
ner slailar to the reaction betwcaen benzene and 2-furoic acid 
(54), but the high per cent of hydrogen belles this theory. 
The analysis corresponds ®5re closely to a butyl- or amylfcen-
jsoic acid, but it is difficult to conceive a laechanism for the 
formation of such a ccrepound." e^ small amount of the material 
at hand prevented further invoetigation of its chemical proper­
ties, 
Puran PeriTratlves. 
®ie other reactant besides the alkylating agent in the 
cleavage alkylatlon in question is ethyl 5-bromo-2-furoate, 
Variation of this factor should give wore information on the 
limits and a»chanls» of the cleavage, for the alkylating agents 
which are cleaved with this particular furan derivative are 
not cleaved in the alkylatlon of benzene and some other furan 
derivatives such as i^ thyl 2-furoate. "Riat is, the cause of 
the cleavage seems to center in the nature of the compound to 
be alkylated. 
In this study n-a3^ 1 chloride was used consistently un-
S3 -
d©r the siSB© conditions d«8Ci*lto©di for the alkylatlon of ethyl 
S-hromo-2-furoat©, 
Methyl 5-b3:*owo-2-furoat© would be expected to give the 
same reactions that the corresponding »thyl estsr does, and 
this was shown to toe so in an alkylatlon with n-amyl chloride, 
A yield of 22^ of the theoretical aaiount of methyl 4-t-btityl-
S-bromo-g-furoate was obtained, 
While ethyl 4-br<aiio-2-fta.roate is an isomer of ethyl 5-
brofflO-2-furoate and for this reason might be expected to be­
have as the latter does in allsylation, the distinct difference 
between an and a ><?- position in ftiran sust be borne In 
Bind, lethyl 2-furoate In which the 5-positlon is open, as it 
is in ethyl 4«broi»o-2-ftiroate, does not give a cleavage alky­
latlon with either g-aayl chloride or n-hexyl browlde. There­
fore, whether or not there ia cleavage during alkylatlon with 
ethyl 4-broao-2-furoate would appear to hinge on the presence 
of th® broBine atom, lo ethyl 4-broino-5-t-butyl-2-furoate was 
isolated trcm the reaction product obtained fr<Mn ethyl 4-brofflo-
2-furoate, but a stibstantial yield (20^ ) of ethyl 5-t-butyl-2-
furoate wa® isolated, fhe bromine atom mist have split out 
after alkylatlon rather than before since ethyl 2-furoate 
alkylates without cleavage, 
Ithyl §-ehloro-2-furoat@ resembles ethyl 5-bro®o-2-furoate 
closely, and as far as ease of substitution is concerned it 
should give the sam© reactions that the bromo compound mani-
M -
fests, Th@ apppeeiable dlfferenc© in the size of the two halo­
gens may be a deter-ailning faetor in regard to the size of the 
group whieh may enter the adjacent 4-poaitlon, In other wowis 
the smaller chlorine atom «»y permit an alkyl group larger 
than butyl to enter the ring, Howeirer, n-ai^ l chloride was 
again cleaved and ethyl 4-t«butyl-5-ehloro-2-furoate was the 
only product isolated. 
Ithyl 4,5-dibro»o-2-furoate has the 4«poaition blocked as 
well as the 5-position and the remaining 3-position is very 
resistant to substitution as evidenced by its quantitative re­
covery in an attempted nitration (60), If any alkylatlon of 
this co®pouaa occurred at all, cleavage of higher alkyl halldes 
would be expected, Unfortunately there was no alkylatlon, with 
cleavage or otherwise, using n-aa^ l ^ loride. 
Since n-asE^ l bromide was observed to displace the 5-bro-
iiine atOBJ in ettiyl 5-brorao-2-furoate in some manner and intro­
duce a jt-butyl group in its place, it seenied possible that the 
same result ail^ t be obtained with ethyl 4,5-dlbroH!o-2-furoate, 
SfiMsever, there was no reaction, and the original furan deriva­
tive was recovered qiiantitatively. fhe same result was ob­
tained in attempted alkylatlons v/lth both J^ -butyl bromide and 
Isopropyl chloride. 
An attempt to acylate ethyl 4,5-dibr£aa©-2-furoate with 
{60) Wri^ t, Doctoral Thesis, Iowa State College Library (1932), 
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aeetie anhjdpide aM stannic chloride was also without success. 
Two attempts to alkylat® 5-tor0ffl0-3-furfural with n-arayl 
chloride were uniucceasful. In the first run th© reaction laix-
tur® was allowed to stir thirty-nln© hours but no product couM 
b© isolated. When the reaction ran only five hours th© re­
covery of 5-br0ffi0-2»furfural was increased from 64^  to 88^ , 
but an Intractable tar was again the sol© product, 
Oatalyats, 
Aluitiima chloric was used as the catalyst in all the ex-
perlnenta described in this work, with on© exception, in which 
anhydrous ferric chloride wns substituted, Hcwever, there was 
considerable variation in th© purity, particle size and aaiount 
of th© aluBiinuM chloride ua©d in th© cleavage alkylations dis­
cussed above, 
O^iBpogition, Many different brands of anhydrous alum-
ii^ m chloride ar® on th© aio'ket and almost as many grades. Of 
five different brands used in this work the analyses were dif­
ferent for four of them and not known for th® fifth, Except 
for r©subli»ed material which was practically pur© white, the 
color ranged fj^ a yellow to dark grey. Iron is a consistent 
impurity but varies considerably fro® 0,1 per cent to 0,002 
per eent as mxiraaw lisits in these samples, IRie iron un­
doubtedly exists as ferric chloride. 
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ferric chloride 1ms an tanpredictable influence on the 
activity of altamiaum chloride in Friedel-Crafts reactions. 
Alone, ferric chloride is generally considered a poorer con-
densirig agent in alkylation than aluminum (diloride {51, 61, 62, 
S3), but in so^  cases it increases the activity of the latter, 
reaching a mximm at about 50 mole p&n* cent (61). Other in­
vestigators (64) have found a similar phenoiaenon to exist in 
acylation, but in alkylation they observed that a raaxioum 
activity is reached in some reactions at a very such lower per 
cent of ferric chloride than fifty per cent. Percentages as 
low as 0,012 were found to greatly increase the velocity con­
stant but acre substantial amounts (about 5 per cent} decreas­
ed it again. In contrast to this is the observation that in 
8oa» reactions there is an initial decrease in the yields as 
ferric chloride is added to aluEinu® <^ loride followed by an 
increase when large amounts are present (65). The latter ef­
fect was observed in benzene solution and a second type of re­
action in this solvent was also found in experiaents with nix-
tures of ferric chloride with aluraimm chloride, fhe second 
type consisted of reactions in whi<da the yields decreased con­
sistently in proportion to the amount of ferric chloride added 
(61) Boswell and McLaughlin, Can. J. Hes.. 1, 400 (1929). 
(68) Qallay and Whitby, ibid., 1^ ll.§^ ). 
(63) Wertyporoch, Howalslci and loeske^  Ber.. 6f. 1232 (1933). 
(64) lartin, Fizzolato and JlcWaters, J. Am, Ohem. 3oc., j^ y. 
2584 (1936). 
(65) Siddell and Soller, ibid.. 290 (1932). 
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to til® aluminum ehlorid©. In earbon dlsalfldo it appeared tliat 
all ttie reaetioRs w©p® of this seeoM type (65), Most of this 
work was dose with aoid chlorides and aeid anhydrides but sosie 
alkylation reactions were also used, A reaction reported 
earlier by the latter investigators falls into the above sec-
oM type, since the yield is decreased in proportion to the 
amount of ferric chloride present (66). It is postulated that 
the d©trl»ntal action of ferric chloride is due to the accel­
eration or inauguration of an unknown side reaction, 
l^ oa these accounts it is seen that the presence of fer­
ric chloride has pronounced effects on ttee reaction but the 
cause for such effects is obscure, Ihile the differences are 
quantitative it is eceoceivable from toe above postulation re­
garding the acceleration or inauguration of side reactions 
that different grades of alumijemm i^ loride aight produce var­
iations in the cleavage alkylation of ethyl 5-broao-2-furoate. 
s-A«yl chloride gave the same alkylation regardless of the 
amount (O.OOS to 0,1 per cent) of iron in the alumimra chlor­
ide, altiiou^  there were slight differences in the yields, be­
ing greater with aluainua chloride relatively free of iron. 
In checlc runs on the doubly air^ isalous alkylation of ethyl 
S-broao-S-fur^ te with n-aagrl bromide in which there is a com­
bination of cleavage and browine replacement, it was found that 
(66) llddell and Soller, J, Am, Chem, 3oe.. 4365 (1950), 
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lastmaa'8 r©subll««d alualiwam chloride would not give the hro-
min® replacement product ©htained with the material marketed by 
Baker and Adaisaon, The maxliBuii limits of iron in the samples 
were O.Og per cent aM 0,08 per cent, reapectlvely. Since the 
amount of iron present seenied to be th© main difference between 
th® two reactions it aeeiwd plattslble that the larger amount 
of iron was respojiBlble for the side reaction (replacement of 
Tsromlne), In an attempt t© prove this theory an amount of fer­
ric chloride calculated to give a mixture 0#12 per cent iron 
was added to a saiaple of :&tstmn aluminum chloride and the re­
action repeated, ®h#r® was broaln© replaceisent with this cora-
bination but only to a slight extent in comparison with the 
yields obtained with the Baker and Ada»son product. 
Perhaps a better test of the influence of iwpuritlea in 
the alumlnua chloride was an ©xperiraent in which the aluminuai 
chloride used was a saaple of laker and Maason product which 
had been sublimed and resubliaed just before use, ISiis puri­
fication ga^ e white granules with only a tinge of yellow in 
the larger particles. With this catalyst there was no re­
placement of the bromine by a ^ -butyl group. 
If traces of ferric chloride will proaiote the side re­
action, (replacement of bromine by a t^ -butyl group), it seemed 
possible that ferric chloride alone would guide the reaction 
la this direction to a greater degree or perhaps even give 5-
t-butyl-2-furoic acid entirely, Unfortunately this catalyst 
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was not actlv® enottgli to eatia© any reaetlon at all. 
A factor coaaaonly believed to "be the explanation for the 
variation In th« yield of product sometimes obtained by using 
different lots of cofflmsrcial grades of aluminum chloride, is 
tb© presence of ffloisture. It is possible that th© less pure 
Baker nad M&mson ftluIoin^ lBl chloride contained more moisture 
than r©subll®©d material but addition of a drop of water to a 
run with th© latter catalyst did not appreciably change the 
reaction* 
b,farttole aize. Sine© «a® brand ©f aluminua chloride waa 
arailabl© in three different |»rticle slaes (coarse, aedium 
and fine), it was thoi^ t desirable to investigate the effect 
of this differemee, if &nf, fhe reaetion between ethyl 5-
brcao-2-fttroate and ji-aayl bromide wa« chosen since it seeined 
to be iaflueneed profoundly by other ainor differences in the 
eatalyst, A series of three @3iperi»ents under identical con­
dition® using aliBBiauffi chloride marketed by taie Hooker llectro-
eheaieal C^ p^aiiy, in various degrees of fineness, gave essen­
tially identieal results. Both ethyl 4«t»butyl-S*br<aBO-S-
furoate aM 5-^ -«butyl-2-furoi© acid were obtained in amounts 
that were practieally th© same for all three runs, fhis is not 
at all surprising sine© there are only two liquid phases 
shortly after the reastiona are begun. 
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c, Jy^ oat, Wtm mmmmt (two equival@nta) of aluminuia chlor-
M« ms«d ia tfe® oxperlsents dismissed to this point ia note­
worthy, for it constitmt®# an ®»ess of one hmndi^ d mole per 
©ent. Likewise in mlkylatiooa of other f«r»n derivatives such 
as methyl S-fmro®t®, this ammet large escoess of cata­
lyst wa® used, 
M seiitioned ia the introdttetios of this thesis, one of 
the si^ ifioant differeaees between alkylation and acylation 
reastiona is that the former msaally requires a aaall aKotmt 
of i^ tal halide and ia trtily catalytic, a good eximple of 
which Is <&© alkylatios of henien® with n-oetadecyl bromide 
On the ©ti»r Mad the latter type of reaction requires 
at least om equivalent of condensing agent to give the maxl-
miii yields, lost often a sli^ t exeese (1»1 equivalent) i« 
used for aeylationa and in mms reacticaas the use of a large 
excess tends to decrease ttie yield again {65), However, this 
is not coMion, since two eqalvalents of aluminuffl chloride are 
frequently used in aeylatlons with acid chlorides. 
It would #eea at first coasidei^ tion that the excess of 
eatalyst used in the present work is auperfluoas. A series of 
experiments were raade to deteraine whether this large excess 
or a^  excess is necessary, and if it is, what the causal fac­
tor ia, *he "vanishing point* of this cleavage alkylation 
(6?) Seidel and Bngelfried, ler., 2S67 (1936). 
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wltli t© awoant ©f alualnna chloride was found to hm 
©H# ®^ i'9«l®iit, Kiat 1«, a trifle less than on© equivalent 
(0*95) failed to prodm© any reaetlon while slightly more than 
on© ®cmiifal©at (1,1) waa smffleient to Indtace claavage alkyla-
tioa, alttioa^  to & leaser extent than with two equivalents, 
Similar ph®ii0»0.a w®r# observed in alkylations of ©thyl 5-
t>ro»o»2-fttr©ftt@ la whi«h th®r© was no cl#avag®, and also in an 
sllEylatlon ©f sathyl anisat®, so the eleavage reaction is not 
th© faetor requiring ito« exe@sa. It is cpiite ohYlous then 
that th® ©ater groiotp adds the first equivalent of alusimm 
ishlorid® which is in aeeord with general observation, 
solvents. 
Carbon dismlfid® is th® best all-around solvent for most 
f^ iedel-Crafts r©aetloiR« in s© far as proMotion of reaction 
and aaxlmin ylalda ar« eoneamed. Also its low boiling point 
»©rv@8 to act as a teaperature oontrol. On the other hand it 
is dang«rcHis material to work with both froai the standpoint of 
fire hazard and th® poisonous aattir© of its fames. More im­
portant is the handieap it yo^ odtices by f03?aing thio compounds , 
which cannot be removed by distillation. Also, in some of this 
work, its high volatility was an obstacle in collecting gas-
eons prodmet® from cleavage alkylatlon®. In fact these last 
two disadvantages of earboa diaulflA® were principal reasons 
/ 
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tor th® ©xp«i*l»eiit8 with other solvents. 
Whll# th@ tviT&n ring h&s he©n irtiown to have aaper-aromatlc 
properties with regard to ease of altejlation by the Friedel-
erafts reaotion (SO) the deaetlvating effect of a carboalkoxy 
group aM « broaine atom on the mclems is strong eno«|^  to 
redttO® the aroHa tieily of the faran ring in ethyl S-broffio-2-
f«roat@ t© below that of imstibatitiited benzene, Obviotisly the 
latter cannot be maei as a solvent for alkylations of ethyl 
S-bri3»o-2-ftoroa te, 
Sitrobemaene has a high boiling point and gives no bother^  
«®Be Sid# reaetions in Friedel-Crafts reaotions, but this com-
p&awd has what night be called a damping effect on the cata­
lytic activity of aluMlnm chloride. Since the yields in the 
alkylation of ettoyl S-brorao-S-furoate are poor even in carbon 
disulfide which i« considered to be a superior solvent in its 
ability to pposEOte reactions, it seei^ d questionable that ni­
trobenzene would be satisfactory, Hepeated attempts to alky­
late ethyl S-broMO-S-llaroate with n-ai^ l chloride in this 
i^ lveat were unsuccessful, so this surmise was apparently cor­
rect, fliere was, however, a s®all a«ount of neutral material 
isolated fr©» the reaction Mixture which contained nitrogen 
but no halogen, leerystalllsatioa gave yellow needles melt­
ing at 86-8f »S®, Biis was shown to be m-dlnitrobenzene, an 
Impurity e«»only present in coaaercial nitrobenzene. 
Shlorobensene was found to be unsatisfactory as a solvent 
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siae® etliyl S-bromo-S-ftupoate was recovered qu«ntitatively 
wii«B treated with &lvmlwm ©hlorid® and n-a^ l chloride in 
ehlorobenzen©, while a aixtur® of alkylated chlorobenzene 
derivatives w«s obtained. 
Mixtures of pareffin hydrocarboiss (petroleum ethers) are 
sometiffltts used as solvents in Priedel-Grafts reactions. Since 
even ttoe r®pil«r M^ er boiling petroleum ethers contain 
traces of volatile hydrocarbons which would be objectionable 
when collecting gaseous reaction o^ducts a very high boiling 
sample was used. Kerosene has a hl^  «io«,gh boiling point 
but contains-unsaturated material. By redistillation and re­
peated shaking with concentrated stilfuric acid raost of the im­
purities were reaoved and the sample was practically odorless. 
An attempted alkylation of ethyl 5-br<»fto-2-furoate with n-a^ syl 
chloride was wlteout success in this solvent. 
While the use of £-tetrachloroethane was contemplated eariV 
in this work mnf«5rtmately it was not until the last of this 
work that this solvent was actually tried. The results were 
very gratifying with this solvent, for ethyl 5-broiao-2->furoate 
is alkylated TOOOthly by n-amyl chloride giving water clear 
products on ttae first distillation, "tee yield of ethyl 5~t-
butyl-2-furoate was 21 per cent. 
In »any Priedel-Crafts reactions with benzene, an excess 
of the hydrocarbon is used as the solvent. While ethyl 5-
broMO-g-furoate is certainly not to be likened to tmsubstituted 
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too el©s@ly, it Is concel-rabl© that an exeess of this 
fulfil derivativ© lal^ t ser^ e as « suitable solvent in an alky-
Ifttion of Itself, r^th®!*, some Prledel-Crafta psactions can 
b® rwa. without any solvent, n-Aayl ehloride with a hundred 
per cent excess ©f ethyl 5-broiio-2-fUro«te and one equivalent 
of aluminum ^ loride gave a strong evolution of hydrogen 
chloride but aost of the S-brcsrao-S-furoate was recovered 
unchanged and partly as 5-br©mo-2-f^ roic acid. There was no 
alkylated product, 
gquimolecular aiiiounts of n-amyl chloride and ethyl 5-
bromo*2-fur©at® in the presence ©f two etjuivalents of aluai-
mm chloride .gave a copious evolution of hydrogen chloride 
and the reaction soon became an jtaisoblle tar. Hydrolysis 
yielded a br«wrn solid product which gave a small amount of 5-
br©ffio-.2-furoie ©n ©th«» extraction, ®ils solid was the altim-
imra salt of S-bromo-S-furoic acid, "Riere was no alkyl-ated 
product and the recovery was almost quantitative, 
leactton Period. 
It will b© noted tbat the tl»e of reaction in all but a 
few of the foregoing experiaents was twenty-fmir hours or more. 
®ils is longer tlmn the reaction period comaonly used for 
Frledel-Crafts reactions and it appeared to be unnecessary. 
ExperiTOnta showed this to be so, Alkylation of ethyl S-broi^ -
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2-fttreat® with n-aayl cfeloyMe gl-^ es th« same restilts when the 
r©aetioa Is allowed to proceed fl-e-® hours that it does for 
tw©nty*four hours, el«a"ef»ge alkylatlon, obtained with a-
&mjl iodide which was allowed to mm only six hours, on account 
of the liberation of fr®® iodino, i® further evidence that a 
shorter ti®e than twenty-houra is sufficient. An attempt to 
introduce a group larger than hul^ l into ethyl 5-hr«MO-2-
furoat© by allowing the reaetion to only one hour was not 
sueeessful in that the usual ethyl 4-t-hutyl-5-brofflo-2-furoate 
was still ©htained, hut the experiiaent proved that this very 
auoh shorter tiae would still perrait reaetion^  fhe alkylating 
agent used here was a-ootadeeyl bromide, Sowever, the yield 
was smaller which apparently was due to tdie short reaction 
period, 
observations were made after many of the other re­
actions had been run and to keep the conditions constant with­
out a great deal of repetition, the use of a twenty-four hour 
period was continued. 
Possible Meohftnifge* 
Since the cleavage alkylation of ethyl 5-broao-2-furoete 
ha« no close anteeedent, there is little existing information 
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on wMch & s«0>ianisiB for till a r-eaction can tm based. While at 
first eoutfflaplatloa the process of th® cleavage tmj seem to h© 
sisply a scission at the foiirth carbon frojs the functional 
group in th© alkylating agent, ther@ ar© inconsistencies which 
eaan©t ®3tpl«ln©€ "bj such a sehe®« sl©n«, 
Otoviottsly th© el^ avag® mist oecttr before, concurrent with 
or «ft®r th« actiaal attachment of l&,e alkyl grottp to the fur an 
ring, fees® aaj b® • illtistratsd as follow® with n-aa^ rl chlor-
id®; 
I. Qlmmv&gm B«for0 Al^ lation 
-CHgCl 
-h 
CH3CI 
a. •CfigClgeigQlgCflgSi • 
-* 
iM 
jrl^ogshtgls irl^jeogchgohs 
i 
(oea)ao|—b 
IrL^ O OgCligCHji 
b. qa3c%cl2chga%cl cms0%sha4s»g 
cigoigcsseig 
8r l^cog€lgc% 
ch3c1 
brk^oogclgchs 
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II, Slea^ ag© SoTiaiffrent With Alkylatlon 
chgch2@l2^%0mgci 
(ghglscr h 
»rk^c%clg«®s bpk^cogasgchs 
+ CH3G1 
III» ©leayago After Alkflatlon 
r jcogchgos^ ea3ch2®h2c%^%^2. 
c0%g%h«l3)2c 
srl^e02ch2ck3 
MtMN  ^
(g%)s^ 
b 
* mi 
chg * hsl shgcl 
i^c02chgch3 
fli#s# TOehanisms do not shew the aotwl rearrangeaent of the 
strali^ t ch&in to a byanehed one and this.aay he tied up with 
tile eleav&ge* Icwrever, the phesomenon of iaoi^ rlzation of 
ftlkfl radicals to th® »ost hi^ lj hranohed aprangeaent i» con-
Bon in alky1fttions by the Fri©del-Crafts reaction in general 
az«i without exception with furan deriirativea whether there is 
cleavage or not. It is prohahle that the re«rrange«ent occurs 
sisaltsneoiisly with the actmal alkylatlon, although it may 
take place after the group has heeose attached to the ring, 
fh® first two aechanlsKS, 1 and II, are the raost probable 
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&t thr©© bmfc to which of these is correct is ia-
posslhle siaee I prohaWy approaches II as a limit, fo simpli­
fy th© diseusslon th« last laechaiiisaa will to© eliainated, for 
ia GO eas© has ther# been a ruptmr© of an aliphatic carbon-
earbon bond when th®re was an alkyl to aryl earbon-carbon link­
age present, fhat is, th® latter is so aaieh weaker that 
scission would oeeur there completely before tho other link­
ages would break at all. Of* co^ rs© th®r® aast b© a momentary 
break ia the bonds within th« side ohain, if rearrangenmnt oc­
curs after alkylation, aM oae of the carbons adght b€ pared 
off, as it w@r@, ciwring this transition. Still the proeeaa of 
rearrangeaent h«p« is imficmbfcedly Ilk® those in other alkyla-
tlons mimre th®r@ is no oi®avag©, so ttie latter scheme la 
hi^ ly i«pr©babl#, 
fhe m@ch«nisas. u»a.@r I will be mmsn to b© very similar to 
thos® postulated by Srosse and Ipati«ff (41) for "4estraetive 
alkylation" with pwaffins, fact that the ©xperiawntal 
conditions for the latter reactions w®r© ralM (with regard to 
temperature) i® supporting ©vidonc® for th© analogy iraplledi 
h®r«, A f<iattiro that tends to discredit cl®avag© before alky-
lation is thm absence of any cleawg© with laethyl 2-furoate 
and 2-fia,rf«ral mider s^ ilar «x|»rlffl©ntal conditions, ' If 
iBechaaisffi I tak«s place, a siallar process shmiM occur with 
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and at l©a8t; som® methyl 5-t-l>utyl-2-fmroat0 
slwmld be which is contrary to facts. Reasoning which 
serves to explain this inoonsi®t«aoy is as follows. There ia 
very probably a factor of steric hiirfraac® which is largely 
respoaaibl® for th@ gl^ avag® d«riiig alkylation of ethyl 5-
bro»©-2«fmroat©, fhat is, th© presence of th© large suhstit-
ii@mt Cbroain®) in the c(-position prevents aaalkjl group larger 
thaa t-bmtyl from @»t@Ping th® adjacent/^ -position. This 
blocking effeot pr«¥©Bts ortho<l©x alkylation by aa amyl group, 
so th© eleavag® reao-tioB, whieh is loss readily induced than 
ordinary alkylation, ocemrs first, ffc© scission takes place at 
the particttliir linkage which will give a butyl group, rather 
than soi^  other bond, for same reason that practically 
every other cleavage in ?rl®<isl-Srafta reactions gives this 
saaws four-oarbon gromp, wlmtever that reason may be, Alkyla­
tion oeciars ambs@<p«nt to the formation of a groap small enough 
to »ter the 4-positloa, 
ihen cleavage is referred to as occurring before alkyla­
tion, in differentiation to cleavage at th© same instant of 
.Joining the alkyl group to th© ring, what is meant is that the 
splitting into frag«©nts takes place fast before alkylation, 
approaching a concurrent process as a limit. ®rets there is 
very little difference between the two, ®he hydrogens on the 
furan ring are loosened by th© action of the alyaintim chloride, 
and when an activated fra^ ront is foraed by the cleavage, the 
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4-liydrog®n is displaced by it. 
In th« fthov® poatmlated mechanisffi tlis other product from 
th© cleavage is assumed to he aethyl ehlorid®. It is question 
ahl® that this alkyl halid® would retain its identity uMer 
th© existing eonditiona; twit if it remains unchanged long 
enough for it to h© evolved, then its collection and identifi­
cation should he good evidence for this type of cleavage, 
A toeory has heen proposed that ths t-feutyl groups in 
ethyl 4-t-hatyl-S-hroMo-2»-faroate, obtained in th© Friedel-
Grafts r®«0tion between th© higher alkyl halides {containing 
sore tJian four carboa atoms) and ethyl 5«brcfflo-2-furoate, or­
iginated from the four carbons In th© furan ring. This postu-
lation has a certain amount of foundation in that furan coa-
pounds ar© sensitive to acids, and ring scission undoubtedly 
occurs in SOIB® cases with acidic reagents. Even th© vastly 
sore stable mclei of benssenoid types have been observed to 
break down on treatment with aluainua chloride, Ipatieff and 
E^ Marewsky (68) obtained swill yields (l.TjC) of ethyl benzene 
ifeen they heated henzmne to 12§® in the presence of aluBlin^ Im 
chloride and hydrogen chloride, ®iey explain th© reaction as 
involving destructive hydrogenation of the benzene to form 
ethylene which subsequently alkylates unchanged benzene. A 
siailar experia^ nt with cyclohexane at 150® gave dimethyl-
(68) Ipatieff and loaarOTfsJcy, J. Am. ghem. Soc,. 1926 
{1934). 
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ejelohexmn© whlcli was formed by lso»@rizatlon of the ethyl rad­
ical, sttbs@Q«®at to th© synthesis of ©thylcyclohexane by a 
ppocess lite tlrnt Jmtt described fof benzene, Aaother ring 
scission of a s®t«rat®d hydrocarbon ring is the fonaatlon of 
cyclohajcan©, a®thylcycloh®xan® and l,5,6~trlffl©thyloyclohexane 
fro® decalln by the action of aluiiii^ m chloride at 130® observ­
ed by ilonos and tlmstead tSt) Ca® Isoaor, probably trana-1,4-
dlmothylbicycl© {0,3,3)-©eta»@, was also Isolated), 
fhe slngmlarlty of the forMttion of ethyl 4-t-butyl-5-
broao-2-furmt© hei^ , and the eonslstoncy with which butyl 
derivatives are obtained as the only product add to the plaus­
ibility of the sche»e involving scission of the furan ring to 
give a butyl radical, Tim fact that there is an excess of 
catalyst is also coaiuclve to such reasoning. 
Iven considering all these favorable premises, there is 
good arga®®iit to diac^ nt this theory. In the first place the 
conditions of experliromt with furan derivatives are certainly 
not comparable to those used In the ring cleavages just cited 
in spite of the high concentration of alualnua chloride. Fur­
thermore, the l^ ran derivatives that give this reaction are 
exceptloMlly stable ones in this series and no other Instance 
has been reported of a Friedel-Crafts reaction with ftiran com-
pouMs, including less stable aeabers, in ^ Ich there is reason 
( 6 9 )  Jones and Llnstead, 3", @ie«, Soc,. 616 (1936), 
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to susf^ et rlisg aoiasion, ®xc®pt wher© total deeoraposltion re-
smlted. 
Mors con-^ -iaelfig and absolut® ap© the results of ©xperi-
meiita l»teiidM to test directly for ring cleavage and 8ubse<> 
quemt alkylatiou by the op©a chaia, k blank rtm under identi-* 
cal ©oniitiona, ©x®®pt for the oalssioa of the alkyl halide, 
gav© qmantitatlv® reeowry of the etixyl 8-br©ffio-2-furoat0, To 
mal» the conditions similat® aor© closely a Friodel-Crafts re-
aetioii , hydrogea aad hydrogen brmiid© w©re hobbled successive­
ly into th# aixtiii%. Recovery was al»08t qmantitativfe in the 
fora of the acid* ferha^ ps still better tests, although inad­
vertent, were the number of negative res«,lts obtained with such 
potential sources of alkyl groups as butylene, aaylene, stearo-
nitrile, ©ycloheaiyl chloride, cyclohexyleae, and jt-«®ylphenol. 
A aeries of experiaenta conducted under rather strenuous con­
ditions were three atteopts to alkylate ethyl S-bromo-B-furoate 
using it-aayl ehlorid© and an excess of the furoate as a sol­
vent instead of carbon disulfide. In one run moderate heating 
(50-80®) was employed, fhe only reaction was fowBation of the 
acid Icorresponding to the original ester) and ita aluffiinum 
salt, in whi^  foi^ s the recovery was practically ^ antitative, 
in all three runs. Most conclusive is the fact that 91% of 
the furan ring is accounted for in the alkylation of ethyl 5-
bromo-S-furoate with n-oetadecyl broaide and the yield of alky­
lated pr^ mct is in excess of the unreckoned 9%, The yield of 
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©tlifl 4-t-tetttjl-5-bp©a0-2-ftii'©ato li@r© was 46^  with A&% recovery 
of thm starting aaterial. In other Cftses th® ams of the yield 
and recovery approxiaat® this total. 
Collection of Fimgaents, 
A large si2@ naa (0,45 aole) involving every care to col­
lect all prodmets showed the actual cleavage to be of a aore 
eoffiple* natmre thaa any of the medmuisffis pictured above. If 
ftoy methyl chloride were formed, it was swbaeqaently decosspoaed, 
for no trace of this eo«pott»cl eotild be fotmd astoiig th© several 
product8« While th© cleavage mndoubtedly occurred at the 1,2-
carboB-carbom boiid, the frarest containing one carbon atom 
C»thyl, ©hloroaeWiyl or wethylme radical) polymerized to 
form resinoms compimiKis, Ithaae, propaae and biitanes plus a 
swll ummnt of peatane constituted the gaseous portion of the 
products. However, only saall amounts of ethane and propane 
were obtained, while tlte naia fraction consisted of n-butane 
aad isobutaae, fels preponderance et butane is in keeping wiiJi 
the results of other investigators, 
®se cleavage products obtained do not elucidate the 
pxtjible® as Mch a» wa» hoped, fhe absence of any alkyl chlor­
ides (e.g. Mthyl or ethyl chloride) and the copious evolution 
of hydrogen chloride point to a prell»iaary splitting out of 
hydrogen chloride to give an olefin, Sxperiiaeatal results 
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whleli are eoadaeiw to this reasoning are those obtained with 
« aixtiEP® of ®thfl §-l5r<»©-2-faroat®, a-amyl chloride an^  al-om-
iiaa chloride ^ ao solTOnt), From thi® was eTolved a large 
aaomnt ©f hydrogen chloride, hmt the ethyl S-brca60-2-fur0ate 
was recovered (pantitsitiTely, so the hydrc^ ea chloride aaxst 
h«¥e cone fr« the chloride, lone of the latter reagent 
was reeoTered* Another expsriaent, in which n-a^ l chloride 
alone was added t© aliminon chloride, resulted in prompt evo­
lution of hydrc^ en chloride, butane® and pentane. The non­
volatile product was of a resinous nature and unsaturated. 
Judging fro« its practically complete solubility in concentrat­
ed sulfuric acid, Tim absence of any gaseous products contain­
ing less tlMUB four carbons i« noteworthy, in that smll amounts 
of propane aiid either ethane ca* methane, or both, were obtain­
ed from a cleavage alkylation of ethyl 5-broao-E-furoate with 
n-a«^ l chloride, ®ale difference In cleavage products would 
indicate that there is a difference in the way n-aayl chloride 
is cleaved in these reactions, This might be expected since 
the condition# were substantially different. 
If hydrogen chloride were Initially split out from n-amyl 
chloride in the cleavage alfeylatlon reaction, followed by the 
cleavage of a carbon-carbon boi^  the alkylating agent would 
undoubtedly be butylene, Hewever, butylene failed to alkylate 
ethyl 5-bro»o-g-furoate in repeated efforts, fhls fact dis­
credits the process Just described, unless one mkes the un-
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wasprantM assi»ptioa that the bmtyl^ as forised by such a cleav-
ag# Is in an acti'^ ated state. 
With thj© hop® of isolating l&Tger fragments, prineipAlly 
teti*adee«ries^  an al^ lation of ®thyl 5~bpoao-2-furcate with n-
octadecyl bi^ Mid# was ran nsiag £-t#tr«ohloro©th&ne as th© 
solvent^  in whleh r«B all products wer® c©ll©cted. This alky-
lation pro¥«d t© b® men mm coaplex than with n-a«yl chloride, 
Ihil© th« ga»«ou» fractions consisted only of butanes, pen-
t&Bes and hexaaes, th® liquid pr*od.uct« were impossible to sep­
arate cleanly by ©rdimrf' fractional distillation. Small a-
momnts of mtmt appeared t© be paraffin hydrocarbons were ob­
tained, boiling eontiwiously fro» /atmospheric pressure up 
t© about 230®/gaa, Surprisingly the yield of ethyl 4-t-butyl-
S-broBO-S-ftafOste was very ®mall (10^ ) in ecmparison with tiie 
yield iM%) obtained with carbon disulfide as the solvent, 
fh® absence of any fragments containing less than four 
carbons (ethaa® or propane) fro® n-octadecyl broiside is aig-
aificaat in that these products obtained frcan n-asyl chloride 
were probably for«®d by polymerization and hydrogenation f3fo» 
metliyleiie radicals instead of direct cleavage, fhat ia, the 
lowest hydrocarbon obtained by direct cleavage of alkyl halides 
appears to be bmtaiM, 
iteric lindrance in the Purwa Hing, 
As already aeatloned in the previous section the cause for 
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tli0 eleavag® pli©Beffleii€?n obs®3?v@<l with etbyl 5-br'Offlo-2-furoat© 
mhBn alleviated hj a.li:yl halldes is priawirlly sterio 
hindraac© la the jferma ring. If the hmlkj hroain© ato» in th® 
§-posltioii pr@f©iit# th© i»tro<aaetio» of a group larger than a 
t-hutjl ratJieal, it shmiM «3E®rt a siwilar infMence, if it 
w«r© prasent in tfeo 4'-p08iti0a» thus ©thyl 4-hr^ o-2-f«roate 
alkylatad with ehloriA© aight be expected to give ethyl 
4"br®Bio-5--^ «bmtyl-2-ftar©at®, 4a attempt to carry out this re­
action was partly.iiid©t«miaate, for an insepsrabl© mixture of 
products WHS obtained which cont&ltmd th® ^ ia al'kyleted 
l»»oduct. lowsfer, a coap^ aratiTOly good yield of ethyl 5-t-
bmtyl-g-furoat® was isolated. Formation of tho latter compound 
is strong 0vid®iie@ la favor of the above steric hindrance 
poatulatioa, for th« nctual alhg-lation aast havo occurred b«-
for® th® broaiii® atcm wa# split out, siaee «thyl 8-furoat© is 
alkylated by a-«»yl chloride to giv® ®thyl 5-t-ai8yl-2-furofit© 
®xclusiv®ly. 
An all!:ylation ©f ®thyl S-chloro-2-faro«te was run with the 
id@a of throwing aor© light oa th© steric hindrenc© phase of 
this probloM, fbe presence of th© ssaall«r chlorine atom 
should «till exsrt ® blocking influene® in the furan ring but 
to a l©@s@r d<igr«« thaa broaiae, Frow this reasoning on« 
might expect that a«ftiayl chloride would ftlfeylate othyl 5-
chlor©-S«-furoate to give €thyl 4-t~«ayl-S-chloro-2-furoate but 
that h©xyl awl hi^ ier alkyl halid®s would still give the amyl 
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n-aiayl eblerid© was again cleawwi and 
©ttayl 4-.t_~T3atyl-§-cliloro-2-fttPoat« was tti® only p'oduct iso-
lat@d, IHs® differeiiS® between tii® sizes of a tororaine atom and 
a chlopin© atoa Is not •^ mTf gpsat, so this is not supppising, 
1,"better test of th® ©ffeet of stsrie biiulranc© would, be an 
alkjlatloa of 5-fliioPO-2-fiii»0at« witb n-arayl eblorid®, 'Rx® 
radims of a flaoi«in« mtom is consld#pably smaller than that 
of a ch-lopiii® atoa, so it ai^ t permit allcylfttioa by g-ara^ srl 
chloride witkoat oleaTag®, 
gon-olusioiis. 
Wwfm thm dat» eoll®et®d in the premnt work th® following 
tonelusiona oan b® drstwn. 
1, Bthjl S*broM©-2-fttroat« is alkylated only by the more 
aetive allcyl&tiiig agents, «»eifieally alkyl halides and t-«l-
eoMOla among thos® tri©d, 
2, llkylatiou of ethyl S-broato-g-furoat® is invariably 
aoooin|».ni@d by cloavag® aM rearrangemont of the alkyl group 
to a ^ -btttyl grottp, 
3, ¥he pr«»#no@ of a large grcwp sueh as a bromine at<Ki 
in »ith®i» tim 4- or §- position in ethyl 2-faroat© causes 
oleavago of an trayl gromp to a 1»tyl grotip in th« process of 
aliqrlation, 
4, An active catalyst is roqtiirod to alkyljita ©thyl 5-
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browo-2-faroiit@, an excess of one molar equivalent of eata-
Ijst wast t>« ««#«!, The first ©bivalent cowblnea with the 
earl>®tlioxj group in arnch & way as to destroy its catalytic 
properties. 
5, Cleavage alkylatlon of ethyl B-brewo-S-furoate appears 
to be f&vj rapid in that thm ewliition of the gaseotis ppoducts 
was almost iastantaneoms, although the formation of cleavage 
by-prodnet® fr©« n-octad®.©yl hroadde is very gradual, 
6, flM Cleavage reaction is not a simple process and is 
further coaplicated toy polyrorigation of soae of the frapienta. 
7, Wrtm th® results and reasoning set down in the fore­
going pages the following »e€toanis» for cl@avai^ alkylatlon of 
et&yl 5-toro«©-2-f«opoat© with n-aa^yl chloride is postulated to 
explain th© foraatlon of the products obtained: 
cj%c%ca^hg • /17 
ea5chg0i2e%a%c.i c%ca2si2<^h2- + -csgci 
Ir—H m 
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gSHgOl —» 2Clg< • 2Hei 
03% 
Q^ Mio ^  ^ei3C%01:^ % leslas 
©g%3_§i agi^g + mi 
421 
®5®lg 
la a r©e#Bt piblleatloa S«ldel and Ing^ ried C67) describ­
ed tli« ftlkylatiOB of b®iss@i^  with a-octad©cyl feromld© by the 
Friedal-€raft« symth®»ls ia wliicli thaey used a catalytic amotrnt 
5^ fflol® per cent) of altuBiHam chloride, 'fh© product is 
siatply eall#d ©ctadacylbeiiaes® but there is the implication 
that their product was the as th® octadeeylbenzeae ob­
tained by Krafft (70) toy »aiis of the Wurtz-Fittig reaction 
with n-oetadecyl iodide and iodobenzen® and the oetadecylben-
aen® ayntheaised toy M&a (71) throu|^  reduction of stearophenone. 
fheae last two methods of ayntl^ siElBg alkylbenzenes are coa-
»only accepted as being reliable mmns of introducing straight 
(70) Xr&fft, fier., Bm (1S66), 
(71) Mam, Froc. Ic^ , Soc« (London), 10^  ^684 (1923), 
- so 
©Mia# Ijst© ss ar©«atie Ihil® Ssidel sad Sngelfrled 
report a wld® bolliiig raag© {28 degroes) for ttosir product, 
whieli would suggest a mtxtum of iaoaors, thoy apparently oto-
taimd only mmpmnd ea sulfoiwtlon asid sabsoquont forraa-
tlon &t th,® smlfonaaido. If tliolr r«f#rence to tlx© work of 
Wt&ttt aad of Ma® slgftifios tlmt th® sa»® product is obtained 
by all ttore® Methods of syntliosis, then tMs Friodol-Grafts 
alkylatlOB is aii<»alc«is, for tbore is a a»rk»d branching ef­
fect in this type of reaction which has already been ©fflphaslzed, 
Keatlon shonld be mm&m at this point of work by Calloway 
(72) ia which aoraal-aljteylated prodncts were obtained in high 
yield by allowing the aIkylatlon to proceed for a short 
period of ti«®. However, reaction period employed by 
Seidel amS. Sngelfrled was aach loiter (total of forty-eight 
hoars I efen than e«*d3te«ry allcylatlons where rearrangement to 
branched chains is predoainant. 
Since the exact natnre of the side chain in th© octa-
deeylbenzene obtained by alteylation was unsettled, it was con­
sidered iaportant to establish itoe inference of Sei^ l and 
aagelfrled that it is straight, IPo aeco®pllsh this, three 
saffiples of octadecylbenzene were preimred by the three differ­
ent aetfliods aentioned. Since it was difficult to obtain sharp 
(?2| Private coisTOBlcation from Br, 1, 0, Calloway to Vr, Henry 
Oilaan, 
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seltlag pelafcs for th® resmltiiig liydas^ ocarbon products, which 
s©lt©d slightly ahov© r©o« t®»|»ratur©, a staz^ard derivative 
was prepared of #a©h, Inder ideotieal treatment three smples 
of ©etadeeylbeazeaesulfoiiMai€« were obtained each aeltlng at 
ff-100®, lixed aeltiBg points with the three coH^inationa 
possible showed ao depresslens, Kiis is evldenee that the 
alkylatiOB produet from brcaidde and benzene in the 
present# ©f ftlu»liiu» chlerid® is n-octadeeylbenzeae, 
Goaparison of the «lfoaaaiide of a known branched-ohain 
eetadecylbenzen© with these sg»pl©s would give a BK>re complete 
pr©©f, if this asw product were fouiKl to be different, Di­
rections have recently been reported (f3) for the preparation 
©f several secondary oetadeeyl alcohols fro® substituted 
malonlc esters, fb® corresponding ©ctadeeyl bromides fro® 
these alcohol# wimld serve admirably in this proposed study, 
althou^ use of tertiary isomers in addition would be still 
better* 
fwo attempts were made to prepare distearoylbenzene by 
aeylatlng atearophenone under forced conditions with stearoyl 
chloride* Both were unsuccessful, for the only products ob-
(73) Irunner Wiedoan, Konatsh,, ^ 6. 4382 {1935), 
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taimed besM#s recovered steapoyl <ailorida stearophenon© 
wem mt%»rom and o* and £«ehlor©aiiilia©. In the first at­
tempt @i|aiia0l@cttlar .ft»omnts of stoarophenene, stearoyl chlor-
id© ftlimlima chlorid© w©r© heated in a sealed tab© at 205® 
for abomt two htairs, k licpid fraetiom was obtaiii<^  on work-
iag tip th® produet, but it was foijiad to eossiat chiefly of 
stmrQphmm>m» to iaseparable mixtmre of solid compotiada 
itilch verm probably stearoplieaoa® and stearone was th© only 
other subsfcftne® isolated besides a larg® aROunt of stearic 
aeid froM the r®covered stoaroyl chloride, 
A second ran was mad® at atmospheric pressure in nitro-
btmsen© as solvent, fwo ©quivalents of aliiMimia chloride was 
ma®d to on® ©cpivalent ®®eh of stearophonon© and stearoyl 
chloride, fh® ®olmtlo» was heated at 100*^  (bath) for twenty-
fotir hours, ®i@ only products obtained w©r© stearophenone, 
stearic acid, stearon©, ainnte amounts of o- and £-chloro-
aniline. Foimation of th© last two c^ Hspounds was also not«d 
in attempted foreod alkylations of nitrobenzene with iaobntyl 
and lsoprof5yl toroaid®® (56). 
mpMWsifAL mm 
OlalorM®. 
file pi*o©#Aix*e tts«d in this a»©8,etion Is ©sssntlally that 
git«a toy Qilwta ©ad tePtaer CS5)« It is d«serit>©d her© for re-
i?l@ii aM to s»rr® as a stanftard in ©ttier re«etioii«. Gonsider-
m%l& detail will h® gi-ren of this sM 8ome other experiments, 
for slight -rariations »<HR«tiiws api»ar to prodmc© profound dif­
fer @ne«s in th© reaetion. 
In this series of ®3cp»rJaents where the idea was to test 
the effect ®f varylBg ftllcylating agent, it was of course 
TOoessary to "hmmp thm other faetors constant. Wtxp this reason 
it will not be mesessarj to give thm conditions in future ess-
perimente in this sttidy, except for ali^ t changes. 
feath Molar quiaRtitles of ethyl 5-hrorao.2-fiiroate (21,9 
grams) and ©f a-aayl ehlorid® {10,6 grsffls) were used, together 
with a lOG^  «xee«» (two-tenths »ol» in all) of catalyst, alum-
iiWB chloride (8#,^  graas). With these suaottnts 200 cc, of 
carhon dlsulfide was «»@d as a solvent. 
For thiff size rm it was fotjad atost convenient to use a 
SOO ©e, three-a«eto©d flasfe. An efficient condenser fitted with 
a ealciua ehloride tmhe was fixed in one side-neck and a small 
dropping fvcimel In the other. An effective aereury ee&led 
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stirrer in tis® ©9at«r 7m®t cempl«t©d thm set-tip. fti© apparatas 
waa plae®€ in a ventilated hood ©©ndtiet awaj the hydrogen 
ehlorlde ©"rolved through th© o©M©os®r, 
ajiiydroms «lti®lntt* ehlorlde in powdered for® was placed 
ira the flaste and about ISO o©» of eartoon disulfide added, fhe 
hriuid and grade of aluminum ehloride was Baiter and Adamson^ s 
anhydrous, apeagent quality, "I^ t ll©,6", eontaining a maxiatuat 
of 0,08|C iron a« th® main iapurity. fh® carbon disulfide was 
water-elear aM dried over ealeiuw ehloride. Some lots re­
quired distillation, in ©ase they were not perfectly clear and 
eolorless, 
fhe ethyl 5-tor«io-S-fur©«tte was prepared fr<» purified 5-
bro«o-2-furoie aoid, fee latter ecwipound was synthesized by 
refluxtng 2-farole aeid with ©r» ©nfl one-half aoles of browine 
in carbon tetraohlorid© for eight hours, 
a-afflyl ehloride was ^ st»an*s reagent quality, dried 
over ealciuB chloride, ®iis was used without further purifi­
es t ion, 
Ssperiaeats ©howed that the order of addition of the ethyl 
S-broao-2-furoate and n-«i^ l chloride to the aluminum chloride 
»ad® no difference, neither did th© addition of a solution of 
l^ e two reagents cause aijy snodiflcatlon of the reaction, Eow-
©irer, in th© series of experiments with alkyl halidea the 
ethyl S-bromoi-furoate waa added first followed hy slower 
(about fifteen minutes) addition of th© alkyl halide, unless 
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stated, 
Stipriag was TOntiaued f&r' twentj-foar hours, «t the ©nd 
of whish tia® the eontents of th@ flask were slowly poured ia-
to a 1j1 aixtmr© of ©ra«ked ie@ and water (hood). Vigorous 
stirring is ©ssential thrmg^ out this hydrolysis, especially 
toward th® ®iid when the thiek, 2©w«r layer runs out. The mix-
t«r« was shaiEsa in a separatory f^jnn®! and th« lewer earbon di-
«ilfid® layer tapped off, Sonaiderabl© insolmble solid jaater-
ial was mamally pr@»®mt whieh prowd to he 5-brrnQ-2-f\iroio 
aeid, fhi» coapouad is mamsmaHy insolubl® in carbon disul­
fide, «M ®th®r must b« ua©d to e<Mplet©ly extract it, ®ire« 
#th®r extraetiona w®r« «ad© and eo»biii«d with Idie carbon di­
sulfide solution, A sater«t©d sodim bieartoonate solution was 
msdd to «xtraet the aeidis prodm©t«, extractions with 
about 60 ee, ®ach were fouM s*;^ fflci®nt to cofffipl®t«ly reiaov® 
th@ aeids, fli® neutral solution was dried over sodium sulfate 
&wd the mixed solvents distilled off, 
fhe residual liquid was transferred to a 50 ce, Olaiaen 
flask with iadentations. After reaoTing the last traces of sol­
vent witti a wmtmr ipusp, the red t® blaek produet was distilled 
at a pressure ©f S aa, Bje following fractions were collected: 
il) 8§,S-t3,S®, lt,6 grawsj (2) about ISO-liO®, 5,7 graas, A 
second iyad More careful fractionation gave: (1*) 86-91®, 10.0 
graaaj (2*) ©1-lSO®, 3.1 graasj (S) 150-142°, 215 grams, 
ligtogrr boiling products (up to about 180®) were also collected. 
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tout th&j couM not b© separated into definite boiling fractioas 
aM woiiid not saponify, Ob standing, they r&pidlj tarned to a 
8e»i-soli<i, blaek tar. After considerable tmswccessfttl effort 
to isolate definite c©fflpmmds from these intractable resins it 
was concluded ttoat tJ^ y w©r© polyBieriaation products and were 
di«eard«d, if thmj would not saponify. In addition to this 
distilled a&terial tlier© was always a considerable amount (2 to 
1 graas) of tarry reeidu® whioh solidified on cooling, fliea® 
wer® lik«wlae eonsidered to b© polymerized material and not 
further inveatigmted after « few attewpts to saponify some of 
,412 the distillates c<a5.taln@d traces of tMo compounda 
whieh imparted a dark red color to th«a, es^ oially the higher 
boiling products, fbese iMpuriti®® could not b© removed by any 
aaomnt of distilling and were a constant i®_pediment in purify­
ing and identifying the produats, Th@ dissgreeable od.or of 
all th@ prodiiets was du# also to thss-e sulfur cc®pounds. Their 
only virtue in this isork w*s their s®rvle© as a preliminary 
eriterion of suooessful s-lkylation in carbon disulfide sol­
vent,. ®mt it, wh«r« ttoer# was no alkylafeinn there were no 
sulfur oompounds fori^ d wn& consequently no r«d coloration, 
and -ri^ © ®^rss, 
Frmetion (1) praetlcally pur© ©thyl 5-bro®o-2-ftiroate. 
fraetioa (2) was a Mixture of ©thyl 5-bro»0-2-fur0Rte and 
©thyl 4-^ -butyl«S-broiio-S-furo&t0, with the latter predoiainat-
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iag» The third fr&ctlon, (5), wa® ©ttiyl 4-l-btttyl-.5-bromo-2-
fiAro&t® (total yield, about 15^  of the theoretical). Here, as 
in other ©xperimeiits, the wide boiling rssge of the alkylated 
product v&B du® to small aaoiaats of resinous a«t#rial and 
trae@s of the €irer~pp#s©nt amlfur compc^ amda. Further distillft-
tioii aid aot give msiGh purer products, so two fi^ ctioaations 
generally oonstituted th« extent of the purification of the 
esters, 
Sie produets were identified by saponifying with 20 per 
cseat aleoholio potassium hyd.roxld©» S©fluxijig for about ten 
minutes was generally sufficient to saponify th® esters. On 
eooling, the alcoholic solution wa® added to ss^ eral times 
its voluae of distilled water. UTi© r@d color disappeared on 
this treatment. If any oily or floceulent material separated 
out on oooliag in an ies bath, it was filtered throu^  ^a .cone 
filter, wMch retained the insoluble mafcter, A f«w chips of 
tm war® droppsd in tti® flssk and concentrated hydrochloric 
aaid added cautiously with swirling till the solution changed 
Con^ o rod pa^ r' to blue, fhe higher boiling portions «lth«r 
gradually gmm a crystalline deposit on standing or a brown 
oil separated out at one«, which crystallized slowly on 
•standing in th® cold, depending on whether the product wes 
pir« or eonta»lJBRted with resinous mterlal. 
Ihilfs th« crude sold from the first fraction Kolted only 
thro© to four degrees lower than pure 5-br©®o-2-furoic acid 
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th© eimd© aeid ir<m the alkylated product melted 
twenty to thirty degrees belew that (163-164®) of pare 4-t-
hmtyl-5-l»ri»o-2-fwoie aeid. Pure S-broTO-g-furoie acid is to 
b® eoatrasted with i-t-batyl-S-broaB-S-fm^ oic acid in regard 
to thi© great deppeasion la H»ltln,g point prodmced by a aaiall 
aaoimt of foreipi orfrenic mt«ri»l in the alkylated acid, ®ii« 
alkylated mmpmM. has the ftirthsr disadvantage of being the 
more solmble of the two i« water amd orj^ anic solvents, Frac-
tioaal smbliaation was f<^»d valttiible in the parifieation of 
these acids, a»d a combimtiou of this method with recrystal-
ligation waa meed to isolate m pnvm sample. Identification 
was effected by th© isethod. of Mixed melting point, 
®i® yield was ealcmlated from the aaomit of alkylated 
ester ototalned fro» the seeoiid distillation ccfflsipared with the 
theoretical a»omftt, Tk& Inteinaediate fraction was considered 
to be ftf|3r©xi»at©ly half recovered et^ yl 5-broso-S-ftjroate and 
half ethyl 4-t-feiityl-'§-br®«©-^ ft»poat®, Careful separation 
aM ld«atificatioa of the first rans ^ owed this to be a reason 
able aaaufflptien, Wrfm tim above discmssion it is evident that 
the alkylated product after t?w distillations contains apprec­
iable iBpurltiea and the yield based on its araotmt is not an 
absoltite valwe, fhe yields in this and other experiments be­
come fflor© relative fean exacts but ttte duplication of condi-
tiona families soi»e Justification for such a procedure. Un­
less otharwis© stated the per cent yields are based on the 
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tli«oi*©tlc«l aaouBt of ppodwct possible, 
Ael€lflc«tlon of tbe alxsve T3lca7*"bomt0 extract 
gave vax^ lng aaeunts (2 to 7 graas) of aeid which was practi-
oallj all S-feyoao-S-fiir^ ta acl€, althottgh sawill ainoimt3 of 4-t-
l>mt7l-S-brooo-3-f^ oi0 aeM wejp# separated in aorae runs, 
-^toyl ghloyid®. 
After two msmseessfml fttt^ apts to alkylate ©thyl 5-bromo-
g-fwoat® wltfe ^ -a®^ l elilorid® a tlsird rvm gav« a saall sBiotmt 
©f «ster, whiish fielded @tliyl 4-Jfe-.totttjl-S-1:jpo»o-2-f«roie acid 
©la s«p©aifi«atio»» ®ie f©Howing fraetioss w©r« colleeted on 
distillations il) 84-9g®/SBia., 1E.8 grassj (2) 123-150®/6ffl®., 
1,0 gra»; C3) 140-180®/^ ®«»» 2.*0 Fraetion (1) was re­
covered «tMjl S-tort^ o-S-fmroat©* fraetions (2) and (3> wer© 
mainly ©thy! 4*t.-butyl-5-broao-2-fi*roat« (yi«ld, 0 of tbe 
tMeoretieal aaoant). 
ji'-jta^ l Bro-aid®« 
In addition to the usual s»t«up, a eooling bath {10-15®) 
was a-pplied to tlie flask in these experiments diiriBg addition, 
of reactants. In the firat rm»s of this reactiOB, as with 
mim ©f th® other alkylatiiag agents, the whole crude •?»rodiiict 
was distillM withcmt remoiring th© ac3d products with sodium 
Islsarhojmt® beforehaiw!, fhus the Tsrincipal alkylated product 
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li©3E»0 earn® ©ves» as fch® eorrespondiiag aeld on distillation; (1) 
, 5.0 graasi (2) /B-ewm,, 4.5 grama; (3) 
lSS-245®/S-6*i, (partlj solMiflsd), S»4 graas. After stand-
iH^  s«T«ral kottrs tli« liquid portloo of (3) w«a separated from 
tht# mln. solid matarlal, ®j© l«tt«r w«igli©d S,2 graas and 
iTOlted at 1C4-105®, -IRfci® eowpomnd was aeldio and gave a nega­
tive test for lialog®n, flie aamtral Izatlon ©gtjlvalent was 168, 
flila velms and tim »iltlng point eawetly chi®®k those of 5-t-
ISTitjl-2-fisrole aeld. A mljeed melting point detemlnatlon 
showed no depression (yi@M, 51^ .), 
A diatillatlon of th® liquid fractions gav©; Cl') 
8 8 - 9 1 ® g r a m s j  < 2 * )  9 1 - 9 4 ® / 5 f f l B a , ,  3 ^ , 1  g r a s s ;  ( 3 * )  1 0 3 -
125®/5m., 0»t gra*; Fi^ etlon® fl*) and (2* J wer® recovered 
ethyl 5-hro®o-2«-fl*r0ate. On saponification of (3*), only 5-
brofflo-S-fnrole aeld was isolated, althoia^  there was probably 
aom® undeteeted ethyl S-t-bmtyl-S-broBO-B-faroat© In this 
fraction. 
Another r«n gave 10,0 gr«is of reeovered ethyl 5-brofflo-2-
furoate and 6,8 grams of S-t-butyl-S-fnrolc acid Cyl«ld, 40^ ), 
fhe fsist that this ppoduot was always Isolated as the acid 
laay be eitplained by its appirent extreme ease of hydrolysis, 
ftoat is, th© aoid solmtlon restiltlng froa the decomposition of 
the aluainnm <ajlorlde eoBplex with water s«©H»d to b© suffic­
ient to hydrolyz® completely the primarily fomed ethyl 5-t-
t«ityl-2- f-aroate, 
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mkkm mrm of the and pva*ttj of the starting 
aaterials fhysieel oonstants were t&lceii. Talues obtained for 
th« it«.|»oaifioetioii eqiaivalemt of the ethyl 5-broBO«»2-fiiroftte 
«eed were 211 sad 214• f!he theoretleal •alme Is 219, fhe 
bolli»i point of the br<mide was 128^ whleh eheolcs the 
•alme (127»9®) givem la a reeeat edltlos of a laadboolE of 
©hgaiistry aaad ftarsies« 
Mm another aeaas of eheokli^ tills reftetlon,^ a fresh lot 
of ethyl 5-br©»B-g-fmroate was pj^pared from espeelally purl-
fled @*1IMe^3^-2*farolo a@ld, eolleeting the alddle fraction on 
dlstlllatlOB at 94«@-97,§yi^iBi« Sapoi&lfieatloii e^lvalents of 
this aaterMl were 209 a»d 20f» ^ese values as well as those 
above are slightly lov^ bmt this detemlmtion teads to give 
low results asd prese&ee of a mm.ll aBie»ist of already 
hydrolysed S-br^ws-t-furel® aeid, would give a l<wr ex-
perlffiemtal value. 
Several isew sai^les Of a-aoyl br^lde were eoablni^ ai^ 
distilled over oaleiim dulorlAs throuih a loi^i fraotiosatli^i 
oolun« first aM last i^rts of the distillate were kept 
sepirate* altl^cmgh the whole boilli^ mis onlj 127*129°. 
the a£Lddl« fiiwotloiat Cbolllag at 128^) had a speeifie gravity 
of l.tlS^®, value eurrastly aocepted is 1,223®^®. fhe 
observed value is sll^tly Im but this oould not be eaused by 
tl^ presoBoe of any butyl bromide, for the s|«olfi6 gravities 
of four possible IsiMers are e^al to or greater than that 
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©f bafCBEld©, Slwmntms'j analysis g«w & positive test 
for bromine and negative t««ts for clilorin® aud iodin®. To 
fttrther ©stablisla the preseaee of & a-aayl group th© alkyl 
lialid© was eomvorted to m arigaard roag#nt, ©^atmeat of the 
latter with «<-naphttt^ yl isoeyaaat® gaw n-ea|>ro-<*-nftpiithalide 
m«lting at after purlfi0«tion. Biis was ateioim to he 
iientieal with saa^ sl®® of @apro-«(-a«i^ thRlld© la'opared fro® 
n-ai^ l chlorid® «iid -of-aaphthyl iso«^ maat© and frcm n-caproyl 
ehloride and «c-methyl «ia«» 
A rtm with tl®s@ ld«ntlfl«d reagents gave results similar 
to tlKJs® ill ttie first tw© runs, A eheek on ttiis reaetion by 
Br. J, M, Straley, using entirely separate Materials, likewise 
gave similar results, 
laoaaBrl Sroaide, 
additioos were made with ©ooling as ia ^ e experiments 
with n-a«yl bromide and stirring was continued for forty hours 
here. Distillation gaws CD S0-96®/^ Mi»» ®»§ graasj {g) 96-
119®/5»». » 2.S graasj <3) IIS-MS®/^ ®®,, 4,8 graBs. Ko solid 
raiterial appeared in any of these fraeticms, A second frac-
tionatioa gaires <1*) 88-'©S®/5m»,, #.5 gra»s; {2*) 105-118®/5ibbi„ 
1.0 graas; (3*) 119«lf?®/'^ ra., 5.8 grsaas, Fi^ etlon (1*) was 
recovered starting aaterial, and (B*) and <3*3 were principally 
etli^ l 4-^ -totttyl-S«br€wio-2-f^ ©«te (2^  yield). In a second 
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mm, as aqmeetis a©di«ii feleartotmate «xtraetlon was used, but tli® 
onlj acid from t^ ls was 5-lsroao-8-fuk>ic &eid. 
lodid#, 
A «ooliag bath was applied ditping tfe^  ttdditlons, and the 
r@«etl«m was allowed to eoatinu® oialy six bours because free 
iodiwi wfts llb«rst«d la tls® r®astlon flask. More iodin« sub-
lla#d omt ^ rii% th® first part of the diatlllatlois, fol­
lowing fraetioas wer® collected; (1) a4-94'^ /fei»®., 12.0 grams,-
(2} 4.5 &tm&t (S) 113-130®Am, (partlj solid­
ified), 7,2 grams, Ri® solid aaterial la {$) was &-broiao-2-
furoic aeld, Iledistillation of tli© llqalds gare: (1») 86-94®/ 
®wa., 11.0 p»aasj C2» ) 110.11S®/S»., 3,1 grans; CS*) 115-122®/ 
§Mi,, 5,8 gr®a»j i4) ISl-MS^ /twn., 0,6 gram. Small amounts 
of 5-brom©-2-furole «eid separated out in all tiisa® fmetiojis 
on standing, mnmpt (4) which solidified ©o«plst«ly. Section 
il'J was r@eoir0r®d ©t&yl S-bromo-2-fur©at®, Fraetions (2') 
and <3*) gaT© 4-t-featjl-5-bro«o-2-furole asid on saponifica­
tion (ji®ld ©f aster, 2S^ ')» 
a-H.©3iyl BroBiid®> 
A eli®©l£ run with n-he;^ l broMld© gaw results similar to 
taaos© origlnallj obtained by Qilaan and Burtner (35), fenth 
solar quantities gaw 1,? grans of erude ©thyl 4-t-butyl-5-
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1broffio-2-ftar©ate jleld), 
a-meatjl 61il0ria», 
Wsing th© usual pr©e®dmi»e> n-hexyl ohlorM© ajid ethyl 5-
toi»©a0-S-fto@ate gave the following fraetlons on distillation 
at 5W.J il) 9S-95®, 9,S graasj (2) 98-120®, 4«S graasj (3) 
lte-lS3®, S.g gra»s» ledlstlnation gave; (l*) 88-93®, 7.8 
grams; (2*) t3«9§®, 2.5 grams? (3»I 118-lSl,i®, 5.6 grams; 
i4) lSO-165®, 2.0 gr«»«. Fraction® Cl*) ®»i (2*) wer® re­
covered starting aaterial. Fraction (3*) was ethyl 4-^ -lmtyl-
i-bromo-2-fttroate aad tho yield was 2^  of the theoretical . 
Fart ©f C4) ei^ stallised on standing, ©leae crystals were 5-
hr«BKJ-2-f»role acid, fhe s<^ ia® hiearhomte extract gave 6.0 
grams of erad® acid, melting at 182-184® oa pressing on clay 
plate. A mixed wilting point with 5-bromo-2-faroic acid gave 
ae depression. 
Cyeli^ xyl Ohloride. 
lerek almiinum chloride was used in this experiBMsnt, 
Distillation of the neutral prc«lttct gave: (1) 8§-90°/3-4jffia, , 
T.7 grmu; (2) 90-92,S®/&-4IM. , 1.1 grams| <3> 142-170V5-4ffira„ 
4.0 graas. Portion (5) was fraetlonated to yield; (5») 125-
148®/2ot., 3.S grams; C4) 148-180®/2»., 1.7 graais. Fraction 
is*) wm in turn distilled again giving; (S") 120-136°/2Bim., 
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1,0 graw} , 2,5 grams. Portions (1) and (2) 
gA¥@ 5-toroao-2-fto'oic aeld on saponification, f^ aetions (3") 
and (5®a) guv# brown oils on attempted saponification which 
would not erystallize or solidify ©f@n after weeks of standinij 
in th® cold, Fraction (4) gaT« an oil on treat««nt with alco­
holic potassluBi hydroxide and smhseqment aeidification which 
gav® a f#w crystals «ft«r staining in the cold for a week. At 
the end of two weeks in th© eoM tSi© brown sticky aaas was 
dri#d on clay plat®. An attempt to sTiblia© this aaterial 
gav® a ssall aso'ant of resin which crystallized slowly. After 
pressing on a clay plat# th© aaterial molted at 118-141°, 
1fe@ oily prodmet fro» (S^ a) solidified after abo-nt on© ajonth in 
the cold, Seerystalligation frem. carbon diatilfide gave 
crystals melting at 144-151®, Sublimation of this material 
raised the »lting point to 1S1.S-1S3®. 
Separate ether extractions after three carbon disulfide 
extractions of th© ©rigiatl hydrolysed mixture yielded 4,6 
graas of S-brc«©-2-ftarolc acid, The acid portion in th© car-
boa disulfide extract weired 4,5 graas, crude. Sabllraation 
aM washing with carbon disulfide gave pure 5-bromo-2-faroie 
acid, 
iMurjl Bromide. 
Distillation at 1 «», gaves (1) TO-SO®, 2 gramsj (2) 
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80-90®, #•§ graaatj (3) 115-140®, 4,5 grams, Sedl stillat ion 
g&wj (1») to-sovsaa., c2» l 80-90®/^ . j |5») 9©-112®/lam,, 
3»6 gram#, Bistillates (1») aM (2*) jl®ld®d S-browo-g-furoic 
aeld on sapouifieation. lb© first fraetloH m&j have contained 
«©»© recovered laurjl 1&r®»ld# althon^  it was not isolated, 
fraetioii |3*) was ettayl 4-^ »biityl~5-broitt©-2-furoate (yield, 
13|g). 
getyl Bronide. 
1» this reaction 0,12 mole of ethyl S-broiao-8-fttroat© and 
0,12 «ol# ©f eetyl tororaide w©r« «,s©d with 0,24 «ole of aluiaimiia 
ehloride. On the third fractionation ©f the products, the 
following distlllatei were ototaiaedi (1) 90-98®/Sfflm,, 5,7 
graas; {2} 1CKJ-116®/5ib»,, 1,4 grawsj (5) lgS-l^*^/6im,, 5,5 
grams, Sapoalfieatlon of these fraetions gaws (1) 5-brmao-
2-farole aoid, (2) and <S) 4-j|,-lmtyl-5-bromo-'2-fttrolc acid 
(yield of eater, 20^ ), 
a-Qetadeoyl Sromide, 
After three fraetionations two prodtiots were obtained 
boillag at-. (13 @6-10f®/4»,, ll.S graasi (2) 180-128®Aara, , 
14,8 gr&mB, Thm correnpondtng acid of (1) was 5-brofflo-2-
ftiroie aoid, and of (2), 4-t^ -bmtyl-S-br0iB0-2-fur0ic acid. The 
yield of ethyl 4-Jt-butyl-5-broMo-2-faroate was 4^  of the the-
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fhis alkyl Ml 14© g»ve th© tisaal Initial inaieations of 
«l]^ lRti©ia i» that esaslderabl® hjdrog^  hali^ ® was evolved 
»M ft A@mp reddish colomtloji occurred. Stirring was contimetd. 
for twenty-®ight hears, ©mreful distillation of the volatile 
solvent;, after hydrolysis and ©xtractlcn with CBThon distal-
fid©, gave R© fraotloa oorrespoadlng to h©na®n©, althou^  th© 
Sliasky Golwm used i^ erisltted the partial separation of a 
synthetic mixture of on® part of Ibsiiaeiie in five of carhoB dl-
smlfM®, Bistillatioji of the residue at rsiJaced presstire gave: 
CD 100-105®/12S». , 16,5 gr««s; (2) 106^ 1^ . - 17t>^ /^ sm^ , 
4,6 gr«is, SapoBificatlon of (1) gev@ &-hromo-2-furolc acid, 
Oa star*ii3% a small saaoTsat of 5-hromo-S-fitro ie aeid separated 
out froiB (2), Saponifieatlon of tho liquid portion of (2) 
gav® a sticky pr©clpitat« which was pressed on a clay plate, 
feis aaterial waiM not melt or .sublla® at 200® and Inna, pr^ s-
sur®. It was insolubl® in water and ether but dissolved 
readily in ethyl aleohol and in dilute sodiuia hlcartoomte aol-
mtloa, Acidlfioaticm of the latter solution of th® compound 
repreelpltsted it, this new preeipitmte deeomposed at 289® 
without melting hut left no residue when lilted on platinum, 
A Beilsteiii copper wire test for halogen was negative. 
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4I3gylfttlon of Itlggyl S*Bi»0Bt0-2~Fare«te with ^ A^myl Aleohol, 
fw© attempts were »td.® to alj^ late ©thjl S«broajo-g-furoate 
witla. aleohol using «n ®xe©ss of th© former reaetant as 
a solwnt, fw©«t«Bth8 «©2@ of #tiiyl 5-lsr#ao-2-fur0ftt© {43*8 
graas) was aM«d rapidly to 0,05 aol© of aluaimuo elilorid© 
(6,7 grams) wltfe eooling, QnB-tmmth aol© of t-aayl alcohol 
(8«i gntiE») was then aM«d drop«l»e and stirring continued for 
twenty-four hoars, Aft«r working up in tiie usual issnner only 
one fraetion l>oiling at 92-f4® was obtained on dlstillation 
at SIM, This wei^ #D 43,3 graas and proTod to toe r®coirereKi 
starting arterial. 4 siailar run using 0,15 aol© of aluaimm 
ehloride with th® «as® saounts of otlKsr reagents gave 41,7 graas 
©f reeovered ©thyl 5-.bromo-2-farc«t© as the only product, 
A third run was oondueted in th© eonT®ntional manner 
with earbon disulfide, fhe reaetlon was Mirked by a slight 
fualng inside th© reaetion flask which may have been produced 
by the f©r»atlcn of water frora tii© alcohol. Distillation gave 
the following fractions; (1) , 20,0 gramsj (2) 
115-lt5®/5®»,, 4,0 gr«®s. ledistlllation of (2) gave: (2') 
95-100®/Satt., 0,S graraj (5) 123-131®/4fflM,, 2,8 grams. Frac­
tions {1) and (2») were ethyl 5-brcMa©-2-furoate, and (3) gave 
4-t-butyl-§-bro»©-2-furoie acid on saponifieation (yield of 
ester, 10^ ), 
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AllylRtl©!! of Ithyl 5~Ba'<aBio*'g'-!^ roat@ with Olefina. 
xy*a»Aa^ l®Be« att®apt» war® mde to alkylate ethyl 
s-hfoao-s-faroat® with -||»aa^ l®n« to^ t the only produets iso-
lat€wi fi?<» tlh© i*«®©tion were reeovered ethyl S-broBO-S-furoate, 
&-hrQ®©-2-ftoo le acid ai:^  reainoas material boiling over a 
wide rang® whSuh womld not saponify, la ^ e last nan the fol­
lowing was obtained on th® seeond distillation at 5m,: (1) 
St-tS®, isa gr«®s; |2> 110-120®» 0.7 grasj (3) 120-abottt 170®, 
1^ 8 grams, Fraetion {1} was recovered starting mterlal, 
l^ etlons (2) md CS) wer® apparently polyiaerlzatlon prodnets 
for treatment with aleoholio potassl^  hydroxide gave oils 
which womld not crystallise or solidify even after fflonths of 
standi^  in the cold, ®ie s^ lw bicarboimte extract gave 5,0 
grams of S->broa©»2«ftiro ie acid on aeidlflcation, 
Cyclohexeae, Cyelohexene gave no ©vldenoe of reaetlon on 
adding it iQ»l aole) to ethyl 5-br<»©-2-far<Mtt© and aluminaai 
ehloride, so ife® ®ixttir© was reflixxed for five hcmrs, fhis 
treat»ent ea«s@d considerable hydrogen hsllde to be evolved. 
Diatillatlan of the hydrolyged prodiict gave only one fraction 
boiling at 84-90® and Sa®, (3,7 graias}. The residme could not 
be distilled fwther because of foaming and cloggijig of the 
©oiE^ enser with a hi^  melting aolld, Sublimtlon of a repre­
sentative portion of the total nndistilled product at 160® and 
5sw, gave only 5-br<»©-2-furoic add, e^ above distillate 
was recovered ethyl S-bromo-S-furoate. 
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Btettylga®» Wmtflmn® siallarly t© n-aiEryldne, fop a 
s®i»i©# ©f r®8liis were obtained In e&ch. of three rtiiis, but no 
alkylated prMuet. In tli© first reaetion, dry butylone was 
f«ss«d into a stirred atlxt^ e of ethyl S-browo-S-faroate and 
almlmi* ehlorlde In ©Krbon dlsttlfld® with coolli^  in an lo© 
bath, fo aesffure the flow the batylen© was bubbled through 
Mineral oil. At the rate ®b<mt two bubbles a second the 
reactloii flask gained 6,9 grams In about one and a half hours, 
This ecBstitutes a ali^ t ©jKoess o-rer one equivalent. Only 
traces of l^ drogen hallde could be detected throughout the 
twenty-four hour reaction period. Distillation gave; (1) 
iO-9S®y^ aa,, 10,4 gmasj (E) 125-about 160®/5bm, , 3,0 grams. 
A aecond fractionation of (2} gave: (2^  100-126®/5Bffli,, j (3) 
l$©«16S®/S»i,, I C4) 16S-18S®/§wai, Part (1) waa recovered 
ethyl S-br©TO-£-fur©ate, which, with 10,0 grams of 5-bromo-2-
farolc acid from ttoe sodltm bicarbonate extract, constitutes a 
100^  recovery, Attwapts to saponify C2»), tS) and (4) were un­
successful. 
In the second run, an exmm C2,6 e^ ivalents) of buty-
lene was used, Sils gave no better results, for recovery was 
alaost quantitative aM ®ie high boiling products could not be 
.saponified. 
In the third run, using al»8t 3 equivalents of butylene, 
the reaction was allowed to proceed only three htmrs, fhe dis­
tillation of neutral products gave 19,5 grams of recovered 
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ethjl aod high boiling syrupy aaterial *fcich 
failed to sapsnlfy. Absence of any acMlc products marked 
tSiis reaction, 
|lliaobutyl®i»» la a 0»1 3»1@ rua, using the umial ispopor-
tioaa, a aixtmre ©f dii8ol»tyleii® and ethyl 5-br©ffio-2-furoate 
was added dropwls© t© the alimliiuM <^ l©ride suspended in car-
ben disulfide, A trace of hydrogen c^ iloride was evolved at 
the start 1»t ceased pr^ ptly, a@re was marked warming and 
slow coloration. After worlclng up in the usual mnner the fol­
lowing fractions were cut on distillation at Sasa,: (1) 85-
93®, 16,6 gra»s; (2) 93-100®, O.S graaj (3) 116-135®, 1.6 
graasj 142-lfO®, 0,5 gra»| (5) lTO-195®, 0,8 gram, ]h?ac-
tions Cl) aal (2) were recovered ethyl 5-.brc»e-2-furoate while 
|3), (4) aM (5) eoraslsted chiefly of resinous material to­
gether wltJi minute aaounts of S-bro»o-g-furoi€ acid, fhe sod­
ium bicarboimt# «slution extimct yielded 3,0 graas of 5-broao-
2-furoie acid, fh© latter along with (1) and [2\ constitutes 
a @S^  reeoi'e-ry, 
Allcylatioa of Ithjl 5-gr€«>-g-BtrQate with Stearonitrile. 
Stearonitrlle C26,S grams) was dlssol'^ ed in carbon disul­
fide (100 ec,} and added dropwlse to the ethyl S-bromo-S-furoafee 
and aluiBiaaM chl€«»ide in the rest (100 ec, ) of the carbon di­
sulfide, Bistillation gave the following fractions at Sam,: 
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CD §4-99®, 16.? grassJ {2} 100-184®, 8.5 grams; <3) 184-190°, 
20.S gjmaa fTOltiKl at 41-42.§*^ ), 'Bm first fraction was ethyl 
&-hroao-2-f«roate aai {2} was a alxttire of this and stearonl-
trlle, while C3) w«s pmm gtesronltril®, 
A aeeowi r*m was refltmed for twenty-four hoiars and al­
lowed to sttr anottier thirty hoars at room teaiperature. Dis­
tillation gave: U) 88-95®/5m., 17.8 grams; (g) 97-169®/5affli., 
6.0 gra»sj (5) 169-17®®/5Btt,, 2S,6 graas. Portioas (1) and 
(3) were pore reeovered ethyl S-hrowo-S-ftiroate and stearoni-
trile, respeetlvely, while {2) was a 2:1 aixtmre of the two, 
respectively, 
Alkylatiort of l^ yl 5-lroa0-2-3fiiroate with Alkylated Aronatlo 
^  ^ _
£-t-jl^ lpheiiol. fwe attempts under different conditions 
were ®sde t® al&ylate etfc^ l 5-h«>»o-2-far^ te with 2-^ -a»yl-
phenol. In th© first one an eateeas of the fmran derivative 
was uaed as a solvent. In tteia ease the altualimm chloride 
,^7 graas (0.066 aolejj added to a solution of 8.2 grsma 
C0.05 fflole) of jB-t-aiaylpheBol in 29.0 graais (0,152 mole) of 
ethyl 5-t>roa©-2-f\iroate, there was iwarked evolution of hydro­
gen lalide. fhe sljcture wa« heated at 75-85® (bath) for six­
teen hours, which treataent oaused it to hecom almost solid 
and dark red in eolor. lydrolysis witifci warm water gave a 
li^ t hrowa aolld. Hther extraetlon yielded a reaidue, after 
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restoval of th.m solvent, wMeli on distillation gav© 10,0 grams 
©f ®thjl S-brcMBO-g-farsate and 3,3 grams ©f impare jg-t-amyl-
#^iiol» A» mqum&m extract of ttoe solid pive 0,5 grams of 5-
ljro®o*2-far©ie acid, fh® ®xtract«<l solid was shaken with di-
Imte hydte*oohlorie aeid aad ether to deeoapose th« alimimm 
salt, Bils other solution was soparatod and osttimetod with a 
saturated sodiu« bioarbonat© solution, fhe latter extract 
gav® 9,1 graaa of S-broao-2-furoic acid, fhe remaining other 
solution on drying and re»5val of th« other gave a semi'^ solid 
rosldu© which was dlstlllod, fwo fractions were cut: (1) 
9S-100®/4M,, 1,S graos; (2) about 113-185°/4affi,, 1,2 grams, 
fh@ first was a aixtur® of othyl §-broiao-2-furoat®, S-bromo-S-
furoic acid and a saall aiiount of £-t-a»ylph@nol. Fraction (2) 
was alffiost pur# |t-^ -a«ylph0B0l, io allteylated |a»oduct or phenol 
was isolated, 
fa the second run a saall aa^ unt Cl5 cc,) of carbon di­
sulfide was used as ttie solvent with 0,05 mole each of ethyl 
S-broiao-B-fairoate and g-t-ai^ lphenol in the presence of 0,066 
mole of aluainuB chloride, there was marlEed warming and evo­
lution of hydrogen chloride at first tout this soon stopped, and 
the Kixture was refluxed twelve hours. The mixture was then 
allowed to stand seven days before hydrolyzing, There were no 
acidic products obtained fro® a sodiua bicarbonate solution 
extract, ai»i no other compoands were isolated except recovered 
|t-J|-aaylplMnol (6,4 grams) aM ethyl S-bromo-2-furoate (9,4 
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gi^ as). 
l.*A«ylhoog#ii0» t-Afflyltoenzoa« {0,C^  ^mole} with 0,05 mole 
of ®thyl 5-hro»Q-2-f^ roat« in th« pi^ senc© of 0,1 raole of alua-
1mm shlOTide gav# ao ©volution of hj^ ogm chloride although 
ttie usual dark coloration oeeurred, Di a til la t ion of the neuti^ l 
prodmets gav@ th® folliwlng fpaetlons; (1) 85-88®/5Bra!,, 5,0 
gmasj (2) 89-150®Awa*» 1.0 gP«aj O) 150-170®Aam., 1.5 
graias, fhe first fraction was recovered ©thjl 5-hro«o-2-
f^ roate and the seeoM distillate gave am aeid with a wide 
wltlJig raage. Part <3) on saponifloatlen gave an acid melt­
ing st 174-179® la a oimd© state, Subllmtlon raised the 
fflfiltijog point to 181-184,5^ , A mixture of ttii® e«Mnpotiad and 
5-hroao-2-furoie aold aelted at 140-165®. Farther subllfflation 
aaa reerjstalliaation from »ethyl «leohol-water gave crystals 
neltimg at 187-187,5®* fhla materiel likewia© depressed the 
melting poiat C186-107®) ©f §-hromo-2-ftiroie acid to 152-171®, 
An elementary aitalyais gave a negative test for halogen, 
¥alttes fooad for the aetitralizatioa eqmlvaleiit were 185,2 and 
184»5, 
Aiml, FouM; S, 75,51, 73.00, 73,45; B, 9,04, 8.17, 
7,87. Tim aveimge Boleoular forwala ealculated from the above 
data is Thim ecwpomd was not Identified, 
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Alkylfetlon of Other Fantrt 1>erlyatlT®8 with Alkyl Halldea, 
Meianyl 5~iiros&*2»Fi3.reat@» la & 0,1 mole run of methyl 5-
br&»0-g-fiar©at© C80,5 grass) with chloride (10,5 grams), 
tlsM following prodtteta wmr® obtained oa distillation; (1) 82-
90®/®^ .» gransj (2) 112-.121®/feiim., S.8 griras. Redistil­
lation gave; {!») 82-90®15.1 grs®#; <2*) ni-125®/5ffi»,, 
3,3 grans, SapoaifleatloB of Cl») ga^ e 5-t>r<»o-2-ftiroie acid 
and (2*) gave 4-t-butyl-6»br<M©-2-f«rol0 acid, Ito© yield of 
<2») was 22^ . 
Sthyl 4'-Sromo-2-f^ roat@. Itliyl 4-'broino-2-fttroat0 was pre­
pared hj reduetttg 4,5-dl'broao-2-fxiroic acid with alnc dust and 
amoalicm hydroxide to 4-toromo-2-furol<! acid, which'was mibse-
qmently esterifled with ethyl alcohol. Details of this 
syathesis ar® glTen by Hill snd Sanger (73), 
the sase eoudltlous were used for the alkylation of ethyl 
4-br<®o-2»fQr<mt« with n-aaiyl ehloride as those described for 
ethyl 5-brofflo-8-faroate, In a 0,06 i^ le run the following 
fraetions were obtained ©n the second distillation of the 
nemtral part of th© product: Cl) 81-8§®/4saH,, 3,4 grams; (2) 
96-10S°/4nM,, S.6 gr«»«j (3) 108-130®/4as!-,, 2,7 grams. Sapon­
ification of these distillates gave ©lis which crystallized 
slowly on standing In the cold, fhe first fraction gave long 
C75) 1111 aM Sanger, Proe. Am, Acad, Arts Sci., 23,, 135 (1885), 
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ne©dl@s wliicli melted at 97-100® after pressing on a clay plate. 
l@crystalll35&tion from dilute »thyl alcohol, and then fro® 
hi|^  boiling p®trole-ua @th®r (75-115®), raised th® melting 
point to 102-104®, A aix«d ai#lting point with an authentic 
spsciaen of S-t-toatyl-S-furoic aeid was not deppessod. This 
product gave a negatiir® test for halogen, Distillates (2) and 
(S) g&m crude acids meltii^ at 112»5-130*® and 110-130®, re-
sp@ctlf«ly# fhes@ wer© corfained and ropoatedly suhliraed and 
recrysta11ia®d from dilut® methyl alcohol and then from petro-
l@uja ©th«r (7S-lli®), tut no pur® fraction was obtained. 
Ithyl §-0hloro-2-Fttr^ o&t©. A solution of 24,7 graias (0,142 
mole) of ©^ yl S-<shl©ro-2-furoat® and 14,8 grams (0,142 mole) 
of g-as^ l chloride was added dropwise with stirring to 37,7 
graas (0,284 isole) of aluminum chloride in WO ee, of carbon 
disulfide. After allowing to stir for twenty-four hours and 
working up in the usual fashion th® following fractions were 
obtained on th© second distillation at 19®«,; (1) 88-90®, 
10,S gramaJ (2) iS-106®, 1,4 gra®s| (3) 112-121®, 1,8 gramsj 
C4) 121-136®, 1,§ graiasj (S) 145-170®, 1,5 grams. Fraction 
(1) and (2) wer® recovered ethyl 5-ehlcro-2-ftiroate, Fractions 
(3) and (4) gave acids »elting at 168-172-5®, after pressing 
on clay plate and sutoliaation, leerystalliEation froa petro-
leuffi ether (75-115®) gave needles melting at 172-173®, A 
alxed aelting point with 4-t;-butyl-S-ehloro-2-furolc acid 
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ivmlting at ) ototalmM bj alkylatl^  etliyl 5-©hloro-
g-fui*©at® with t-lmtjl feromid© was not depressed, "aie purified 
acid gair® a pesitiv© t«at for elilorlii®, 
kml, Cale*d. for SI, 17.50. Foond: 01,17.58, 
17,76, Values fo«»d for Iti® aeatral ©qulvalent w®ro: 201.4 
®ud 202. §• Ttom tii®or®tioal v«lu© is 202,6, 
ithyl 4.5'>ml?r0ii0'*g-*]^ar0&te. 
a, Witii a-aayl efelorid#, Wsiiig tlie general proeednre, 
0,2 aole (59.6 gimst) of otliyl 4,5-dlbro»o-2-ftiroate with 0,2 
aol@ €21,0 grams) a-aityl ehloride gav® the following on frac­
tional distillation of the ormd® nemtral prodtictsi (1) 79-
92®/10arai,, 2,3 graas; (2) 100-ll@®/8sm., 41,0 gr®as, sec-
owl fraction proved to be recovered ©thjl 4,5-diferomo-2-furoate 
tomt CD womld not saponify, ®ae amouBt of 4,5-dihromo-2-
f*wol€ acid CIS.O grama) ofetateed froa the sodltjm bicarbonate 
solution eaEtraet, toge^ er with the r®co"?ered eater, oorrea-
poBda to an aljiost qmaatitatlve recovery of the starting furan 
coapotim, 
b. With n-anyl broaid®. One-tenth aiole (29,8 grams) of 
ethyl 4,5*dibroa©-2-fm'oate with an equivalent amount of n-
amyl broaide in the presence of alumlnuai chloride gave outward 
appearances of reacting, tmt after hydrolyzing and working up 
in the usual fashion, 15,0 grams of recovered ethyl 4,5-di-
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bF©mo-2-fmro®t@ waa ©bfealaed aa thm ppiucliml fpaetlon on dis­
tillation (boiled at llO-lSO®/5wi. ), A small amotmt of forerun 
to this fraotion, boiling at 82-100^ /1^ ®®. (l.S grass), would 
not saponifj. fli® aeidie ppoduet wei^ sd 12,0 grams and was 
Identified as 4,S-dibroM©-2-furoie aeid, 
e. With t^ -butyl br©«ld«. In a 0,1 mol# run, ethyl 4,5-
dlbroffiO-2-furoate {29,8 grams) and ^ -butyl broaida (13,7 
graias) gave th® following prodaets; (1) 80-90®/E^ ,, 1,0 
graai (E) 104-113®/5m., 19,3 grass, fh® first fraction would 
not saponify, Fraetioo (2} was reoovered ©thyl 4,5-dibporao-
E-furoat®, About 8 graas of 4,5-dibr€mo-2-furolc acid was iso-
lat«d froia a sodiua blearbomte solution ©xtraot. 
d. With iaopropyl ohlorid®, Isopropyl chloride (3,9 
grass) gaT® no indication of reaction with sthyl 4,5-dibroffiO-
2-fur0at® (15,0 graas) at room teapsrature, so the aiixtur© was 
reflmxed (46®) for six hours and th©n stirred at rooa tsmpera-
tur® for another 18 hwira. In spit® of this treatnwnt th« 
original dibromo ®st©r was r@e®iror®d quantitatively. 
S^ Broao-^ F^urfaml» *fo i3,2 grams (0,4 mole) of aluminum 
chloride were added 350 o@. of carbon disulfide aM 35.0 grams 
(0,8 «ol©) of 5-br©mo«2-furfural, md then 21,2 grams (0,2 
aole) of n-aayl chloride was added dropwlse. Hydrogen halid© 
was ©volved profusely and ttioTO was aarked heating. After 
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stirring fcr tMrty-nin® hottrs the dark solution was hydrolyzed 
in le®-wat®r ftBd ®xtract@d with earhon dlsulfld©. IKi© organic 
layer was washed with water and th#n with a aatnrated solution 
of sodium ae@tat0» St®a» dlBtillation in the |»'esence of sod-
lu® acetate solution gav® only 5-bro«o-2-furftiral {E2,5 grams). 
A sticky hlaek residue remined in the distilling flask, 
A second r*m using 0,1 aole each of §-lsrc®iO-2-furfaral and 
n-aayl ehlorid© with 0,12 mole of aluminua chloride was stirred 
only fiv® hottra, fhe eatalyst was added last over a period of 
fifteen sinutea with cooling in an le@-»"bath, 'The reaction be-
©aa® vigorous when the eooling hath was reaioved, so it was re­
tained for tli^  first three hours. On working up as above, a 
total of IS.4 grass of S-broao-8-furfural was recovered. Ho 
other e«mpound eould be isolated, fhese recoveries amount to 
64^  and 88%, respeotively, of the aaounts started with, 
yarlation of the ^ at&lyat in Alteylation of Furan and Benzene 
Seriva'-fetvea,'  ^
Coapoaition, faing the aaM® proeedure as previously 
described for the alkylation of ethyl 5-.br€aao-2-furoate with 
n-aa^ yl bromide (74), a purer grade (Eastman's re sub limed) of 
alualauji chloride was substituted for the material aarketed by 
Baker and Maason used foraerly, ®ie mxiraum limits of iron 
(74) «iis thesis, p.89. 
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ia tw© tjrffljds sm 0,02^  aiad 0,08|C, reapeetively. From a 
0,1 3®ol® RM the following fpaetious WOP© obtained on distil­
ls Mon of the newtpal portion of the esrod© product: {1) 90-
11,1 grsmsj (2) 97-115®/®^ ., ^ .0 graas; (5) 124-
140®/5wb,, S,4 gmm, A second distillation gave: (1*) 97-
100VS».» 10.® grass J (2*) 124-lSl®/fewi», 2.8 graas; {3») 
ahottt 140-lS0®/feffla,, 1»0 graa. Fraction {1') i^ ve S-feroiao-2-
furoie aeld, aad (2*) gave 4-^ -hmtyl-6-hroao-@-fiiroie acid. 
Tim last fraction would not tapoiiify, fhe ©cxlltM bicarbonate 
extract yielded abmit 3 of acid which was reerystallized 
froa water, Seither the crystals obtained by this process nor 
the aqmeoms filtrate contained any 5-t-butyl-2-furoic acid, 
S-Broiao-2-fmroie acid was the only acid isolated, A check run 
using the saae cmditions gate siallar results. 
In a third using lastnan*® aluainua chloride, a small 
aiBOiint (0.1 ^ a«) of aEtoydrms ferric chloride was added to the 
aluminuffl chloride^  "Iftils gave s catalyst containing about 0,12jC 
iron. The third fractionation at §w, of the neutral products 
ga¥® th® followlisg: CD 9i-96®, 8*0 grass; (2) 96-128®, 0,8 
gram; |3) 128-135®, 4,0 grams; (4) 139-16S®, 1.0 gram, fhe 
first two fractions gave §-toraBO-2-furolc acid on saponifica­
tion and tl^  last two gave 4-t-fetttyl-S-br<Mno-2-furolc acid, 
fhe ©rude acid obtained firOT the sodlua bicarbonate extract 
ca» down as an oil but solidified on standing, Fine needles 
growing out of tl^  plastic solid melted at 88-120® after press-
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lag on ©lay plat«, U&crjntmlliz&tion of tii© total crude aeid 
froa wat#r gal's crystals meltiag at 14?-160®, The aqueotts 
flltr«t» oa ®tli©r extraetlon yi@ld®d graaa acid melting at 
liO-lft® pltia a sfflRll amomut of n®edl© lllc® crystals wMeh 
proved to Is# 5-^-lmtyl-2-fmroie aeid Csl^@d Halting point) on 
isolation fro» tlj« rest ©f tli© crystals, Racrystallization of 
tta,® 160-ITS® aelting aatsrlal gav© tw© different kinds of 
crystals in afeotit ©qmal fitmomnts whiofe emald Is® separated 
»i®©liaBicaHy, Vhmj war® id®»tifi«d as 5*l5roi»o-2-faroic acid 
aM 5-t-t»tyl-2-fttroie aeid, 
tn a»^ ©r ©xperiwnt asing the sans conditions and re-
aetants, %tm catalyst ©aployed was a sample of Baker and Mam-
son aln»inttffl ehlorlds ^ ioli had to®@n sBblimad twic© just fee-
for® ms®, ®i@ second distillation of the netitral prodacts 
gawi CD 90-100VS^.» gram®; (2) 108-lg6®/5fflm., 1.5 
gwima; (3) 126-153®/Sffla,, 4,0 graais, The first fraction was 
raeowred @tiiyl 5-fero«o-2-furoat©, C3) was ©thyl 4-t-l>tityl-5-
br©ra©-2-f\iroate, and (2} was a adxtmr© of th© two, fli© crude 
acid on r©crystalli«atloii from water gav® 3,0 grams of crystals 
iwiltiag at 180-183®, Etlwr ©xtraction of the aqm©ous filtrate 
nave material aelting at 150-16'?'®, but no S-t-butyl-2-furoic 
acid comld h@ isolated as ahove. 
When aijhydroas ferric chloride (32,4 graas) was auhstitmted 
for alBOii^ m chloride with ethyl 5-hromo-E-furoate (21,9 graas) 
and n-aayl hroaide (15,1 gwaaa), thei^ was no evidence of re-
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fi&tioB ©a mixing tfee rsagents, distillation at atmospherie 
preasiire of tta© a®atral products gave: CD 126-132®, 4,0 
grass I (a) 1S2-19S®, 3,0 grass j (3) l©5-g27®, 20.3 grams, fhe 
first and third (llstillates w«r# a-i®yl broaiid© and ethyl 5-
hr«o-2-faroat®, respectively, whil® the nlMle fraction was a 
ffiixttire of th€> two, ®i@re was no acidic product. 
Far tic 1st 3i8®. • In a ««ri®s of tkre® ©xperlaents with 0,1 
m&lm a-ai^ l hrcaid® aaS 0,1 vmlw ethyl S-hromo-S-furoate, thre« 
#a«pl®s ©f alimlwm <fliloride of different pirticl® slze» pro-
dMC«d hy the Hooter llectrochaalcal Company were tissid, !Phe 
"eoarss" aaapl© coiislst@d of liiaps ahotit 0,5 to 1 cm. in dia»®-
t®r, fh@ "i^ diiaa" sampl® had th® appearance of small gravel 
aM til© "fine" aaterlal was a powder, ffea reactions were the 
saa® in all respects, yielding a wixtmr® of ©thyl 4-^ -"butyl-. 
S-hr«Mo-2-fiiroate and S-t-hatyl-S-furoIc acid. The following 
details are representative of the three rtms, fhe second dis­
tillation gave: CD 83-S8®/iiw., 8,0 graasj (S) 98-112®/5®a,, 
2,0 graasj C3) HS-160*^ /Swbj,, 4,1 grams, fhe first two frac­
tions gave S-hr©»o-2-f«troic acid and the third gave 4-J|.-btityl-
S-brcMiO-S-ftirolc aeld (yield of ester, 15^ ), From the sodltra 
hicarbonate extract there was obtained 5,3 grams of acid 
Belting at 126-148®, Purification of this by recrystalliza-
tion froa water gave principally 5-t-butyl»2-furoic acid plus 
a smaller amemnt of 5-br€®o-2-faroic acid. 
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Gmagentipa 11 ofi, Im tfee foil wing ®xp©rl«®nta tbe original 
pr@i-m&ave was cMisg.@d,, in that the alOTiimia chloride was added 
slowly to tfe® caa*hoa distilfldi® solution of th© alkyl halide 
and the eoapcmad to b® al3£flat©d, A fumsl for Sooch crucibles 
with a glass ro^  whi^  Just fitted into the ate®, passing 
through a ruhber stopper i» the funnel aouth, served admirably 
as a hopper for the gradual imtroduetlon of the aluminua 
chloride, Thm addition took twenty alinitea. 
Wsijog this aew procedure, 0,09S aole of alumimm chloride 
with 0,1 sol® each of ethyl 5«brOTO-2»l\iro»t0 and a-^ niyl 
chloride gav® only the sli^ test outward IMieatlon of reaction, 
aM 20,7 grams (90) of the original ethyl 5-broffiO-2-furoate 
was recovered, fhere was no alkylated product or acidic mate­
rial. 
With 0,11 aole aluminum chloride there was marked outward 
evidence of reaction and a i«all amount (0,6 graa) of ethyl 
4-i-butyl»S-broBi©-2-.fur©ate was isolated (8^  yield), together 
with 20.S grams {91%} of recovered ethyl 5-broin©-2«furoate* 
A 0,01 Mol® increase (0,12 «©1© in all) in the amount of 
aluffiinuia chloride raised the yield to 2.8 grams of ethyl 4-t-
butyl-6-broao~2-furoat® (10^  yield), 
For so» reason th© yield of ethyl 4-^ «butyl-5-br<»ao-2-
faroate was only 2,7 grass (lOjC yield) when 0,2 mole of aluia-
Imm chloride wa» used, addic® the catalyst last, 
t-fetyl broMide (0.1 wsle) failed to alkylate ethyl 5-
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teroao-g-faroRte {0»1 mol®) when 0,095 mole alimlnuia chloride 
was added to th® solution gradutdly, recovery of ethyl 5-
br(MBO-g-fiiroat® was almost quantitative <21,4 grama). 
In a 0.1 mole run, 0,095 mle alwaimim chlorid® was added 
to a ®olmtion of ©thyl 5-hroao-2-fttr<»t« and isopropyl chlor­
ide. e^r© were practically no signs of reaction and 21,0 
graas (95^ ) of th® stfyptlng furan eoapotmd was rsoovered. A 
check ran gave id«tttic«l i*#smlts. 
With 0,11 Bole of catalyst, 0,1 laol© each of ©thyl 5-
toroiao-g-fmroate and. Isoprepyl chlorid© gave 11,0 grams or 42^  
of the theoretical amiwint of ©thyl 4-lsopropyl-S-broiao-2-
faroate {distilled at 105-110V®-'^ iw»). 
An attempt to alkylate 0«084 mole laethyl «nlsate with 
0,084 sole isopropyl chloride in the presence of 0,075 raole 
al«Bimia chloride was ungiieceesful, for, in addition to the 
absence of any evolution of hydrogen chloride, the only com-
poaM isolated fr<» the reaction ailxtttre was 94% of recovered 
aethyl anlaftt© |1S,1 grass). 
On the other hand, 0,11 aole of catalyst with 0,1 mol© 
each of isopropyl chloride aM methyl aniaat© gave 5,7 grams of 
an ester distilling at 14S*152®/25aim, Knit product was sapon-
o ifled, yielding an acid which aelted at 161.5-163 after re-
cipystallizing fro® alcohol and water, Oilman and Calloway (50) 
asstaed this acid to be 5-isopropyl«4-aeth0xybenzolc acid 
(yield of ester was 27^ ), The recovered aethyl anisate weighed 
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11»S gmmt (m%), 
Alteylatlon of Ithirl with a~il«yl Shlorlde Us-
iag tei'l'feretitt '^ eileiitgr  ^
llitp0b®B2®ii®, Foll©irl»g the geijeral directions, 21,9 
graas (O^ l sol®^  of ethyl 5-hr©«o-2-furoate was added to 26,7 
graas CO»S sol©) aliaffiinirai chlorid# in 200 cc. of dry nitro-
h«ii«®R®, fhen 10,5 grams (0,1 aole) n-arayl ehloride was added 
dropwise and stirring eontlnued for nine hours, So hydrogen 
halid® was ©Tolled at any ti«©, The hydrolyaed product was 
extracted with nltrobenEene, Distillation of the neutral por­
tion of th© product ga-r® the following fractions: (1) 68.5-
, about 400 ©e.j C^ ) 84-S§°/Sffim,, 15,1 graas; (3) 85-
llO^ /Saaa., 3.2 grajis, fh© first dlstillat© was aostly nitro­
benzene, although sooe ethyl 5-hro»o-2«furoate undoubtedly caiae 
over in this fraction, too, Ri© second fraction and most of 
C3) was ethyl 5-.br©»©-2-faroate, fhe last T«rt of (3) solid­
ified and aelted at 81-86®, 1© ethyl 4-t-butyl-5-brom-2-
furoat© could be isolated, fhere was no acidic product, 
la a second run, 100 cc, of nitrobenzene was used with the 
above quantities of the other reagents. Stirring was main­
tained for twenty-four hmirs. After extracting the hydrolyzed 
mixture twice with nitrobens&ene, two more extractions were 
made with ether. ®he combined extracts were dried over laag-
nesitm sulfate after washing with sodium bicarbonate solution. 
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After refflo^ ing thM tfe® nitrobenzene was distilled at 57-
6S®/Sm, At 82-8S®/fe®B,, 16.E grams of recovered ethyl 5-bro«o-
S-ftiroat® distill@il, A thlM dlstlllat© ease over at 103-130®/ 
l(^ m, (g,S graaa), the last part of whleh solidified, fhe 
liqmid part of the latter fraction was ethyl &-.broRio-8-furoate, 
'&B solid Material melted at 86-87,5®, llementary analysis 
a positive test for nitrogen and a mgatlve test for hal­
ogen, A mixed »ltiiig point with m-dlnitrotoenzene Cnieltlng at 
88-89®) was not depressed. The original aqmeoias solution aft®t» 
the ether extraction was aad® strongly basic with sodium hydrox­
ide, but no basic prodtact could be isolated by ether extrac­
tion of this so'lution. 
Ghlorobenzen®, fsing the 8®b© procedure described for the 
alkylation of ethyl S-br«o-2-furo«t© with a-arayl chloride in 
carbon disulfide, a 0,1 aole run was made substituting 200 cc. 
of ehlor©benzene for the carbon disulfide. Hydrogen chloride 
was evolved promptly and the homogeneous solution gradually be-
eaae dark red. After working up in th^  usual wanner at the ei*i 
of twenty-four hours, the following fractions were obtained on 
distillation of the neutral products at atmospheric pressjure: 
(1) 128-137®, abmt 200 cc, ; (2) 137-160®, 7,0 grams; {3) 
lSO-213®, 6,7 gr»bs| <4) 65-82®/6b»., 0,8 gram; (5) 84-90®/6HBa., 
14,5 grams J (6) 103-190®/6m, , 3,0 grams. Fraction (1) was 
recovered chlorobenzene, and (2) contained some chlorobenzene 
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together with what was probably an a^ l chlorob^ n^ ene. Frac­
tion C3) appeia*®d to be « »ixt«ir® ©f alkylated ehlorobenzenes. 
Dlatillftte (4> ec«isist®d mostly of ©thyl 5-brmo-2-furoate, 
while (5) was praetically p«re #t«rtiBg material. Fraction (6) 
contained a saall amount of S-bromo-g-faroic acid, the liquid 
portion being unaaponifiable resinous material, The acidic 
product isolated froa the sMium bicarbonate eattract was prac­
tically pure S-broito-2-farolc acid and weighed 6,3 grams, 
fhis acid together wit& fraction ^ 5) above constitutes a 9^ 
recovery of etl^ l 5-broao-g-furoate. 
Eeroaem, Ordinal^  torosene was purified by shaking with 
saall portions of coneentrated sulfuric acid until fresh sul­
furic acid w«# only slightly colored by the kerosene, This 
required about ten extractions, fhis treatment was followed 
by distillation through a fractionating coliasn, collecting the 
portion boilii^  at 190-gS0®, Substituting this purified 
sample for carbon disulfide, a 0,1 ®5le run was made according 
to the usual procedure, Ihile part of the kerosene boiled at 
the same teaperature as ethyl 4--^ »butyl-5-bro»o-2-fiiroate, none 
of the distillates froa the reaction product contained any of 
this compound, A check run of 0,05 sole, using kerosene re­
covered from t^  previous run and distilled at 188-210®, con­
firmed this negative result. One grsBa of jiaterial boiling at 
100-100®/6hhb, was obtained but could not be saponified. 
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®tgachler©©thane, The s-tetrachlopoethane used in thiUi 
ejiperiTOUt was the **technlcal" grade ppcximced hy th© Eastman 
K©dak €o. Before us© the solvent was distilled through a 
Qlinsky column, and the fraetion boiling at 140,5-143® collect­
ed, In a 0,1 sole r*in with ethyl §-brOTO-2-fa.roate and n-aayl 
chloride the following fractions were collected on distillation, 
after reaofing the solvent: (1) ^-95®/Stoi,, 16.5 grams; (2) 
110-140®/2m,, grass, A second distillation gave: (1*) 
81-84®/S-5»,, 13,8 graasj {g*J 99-110®/^ ,, 3,4 grams; (3») 
110-115®/2ia»,, 3,8 grfi«a; (4) 130-140^ /1®®., 1,0 gram, He-
fraetionation of <2*) gave 1,4 grams boiling at 86-94®/Swk, 
and 1,9 graat boiling 110-118®/fem, Fraction (1*) and the 
first part of {2' ) were recovered ethyl 5-bro®o-2-furoate, The 
last part of (2») and CS*) were ethyl 4-t-butyl-5-brc8BO-2-
furoate {yield, 21|I), Pistillate {4) was mainly ethyl 4-^ -
lmtyl-5-brcmo-2-fur©at©, the sodium bicarbonate extract gave 
1,6 grams acid, ®,p, 140-1?2®, crti^ ©. On washing with carbon 
disulfide 1,0 gTM of insoluble acid siting at 185-186,5® was 
left. The carbon dlsilfide solution yielded 4-t-butyl-5-
broiao-2-furolc acid on evaporation aM subsequent sublimation 
of th© residue, 
Etttyl S-Bro»o-2-guroat®, In this experiment no carbon di­
sulfide was used but in its stead an excess of ethyl 5-brf®io-2-
furoate was employed as th® solvent. n-An^ l chloride (0,1 
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»ol©) was alzed with mole mthjl S-'bp<»80«2-fm'0ate and the 
resultlBg solution addod rapidly to 0,2 aol© aluaimai chloride 
with eoollBg amd stirring, fhe addition was laarked by strong 
©volmtlon of hydrogen chloride intenual heating. The cool 
lag bath was rewcred and stirring continued for four hours, 
Distillation of the crude neutral product after working up in 
the usual manner gave S9,0 graas recovered ethyl 5»br<®io-2-
furoate plus 1 grsaa of resinous ffl&terlsl which would not 
saponify. ®ie crude acid trees, the aodluai bicarbonate solution 
melted at 1T8-185® CS~bro®5-g-furole acid). 
Jk oheek run with stirrln® for twenty-four hours resulted 
la reeowry of 42 grass (96%} of the original furan coapound, 
1© alkylated product eould be Isolated. 
Varlatloa ef the leaetlon Period in the Cleavage Alkylatlon of 
In two experlwents In which Bastman alualnum ctolorlde was 
meed, the reaction m&a allowed to proceed twenty-four hours in 
one eacperlTOnt and fi^ e hours in the oilier, A 0,1 mole run 
with ethyl S-bromo-S-furoate and n-a:B^ l chloride tinder the 
usual coMltlons with twenty-fenar hours of stirring gave the 
follcwii^  fractions on dlatlllatlon; {1} 85-91®/Sam,, 9,8 
grams J (2) 97-110®, 1,6 graros; (3) 110-122®/Sam, , 2,4 
grams, The first fraction was recovered starting material, 
while (2) and (3) were walaly ethyl i-^ -tmtyl-S-brcmio-S-
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f«j?©ate {14^  yl®M), 
With fiir© hours stirring the following products were ob-
taiaed ©b th« third f raetionationt (1) 83-89®/Sasm., 8.5 grams; 
<2) lOO-lS^ VSa®., 4.6 grsasj (3) 150-144®/&®8., 1-0 gram. The 
first fraetioa was reeo'ferad mterial and the a#coHd fraction 
was ®thjl 4-t-'batyl-S-l>r«B©-g-fm»oat® (16^  yield). Distillate 
eontained a s«all amottat of th® latter eoapouzid plus 
resinous. »at©rial. 
In a O.OS sole rm using n-octadeeyl hroaid® the reaction 
mixture was allowed to stir exactly o®@ hour, at the end of 
whleh it was i^ drolysed and worked up in the usual manner. 
Four and one-half graas or 30^  of the theoretical amount of 
ethyl i-t-hutyl-S-hromo-g-furoate was obtained frcsis this re­
action, 
l^lection of fragasnts In the Alkjlation of Ethyl 5«Bromo-2-
te'' w'ith''%tWl lal 
a-A«yl Chloride,  ^allcylatlon of ethyl 5-hro»o-2-furoat0 
with m-aayl chloride waa carried o^ at using purified s-tetra-
©hloroethan® as the solvent hy the usual procedure, with col­
lection of all gaseous products, collection of gases was 
effected hy connecting the calcium chloride tuhe in the spiral 
condenser cooled by tap-water to a spiral condenser designed 
to remove easily condensahl© gases, fhe outlet of this con­
denser was in turn connected to a gas reservoir filled with 
20-30^  aqueous potassium hydroxide. Carbon dioxide was used 
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to sw@«p OTit th9 sjst«M, awesplng gaa as well as the 
hfdr©g®n halMe evolved was ahsorhed hy the basic solution in 
the reservoir Itaving only nemtral gases, fh® jacket around 
the second spiral condenser was open at the top and permitted 
cooling with various refrigeranta, ©,g, cracked ice {0®), ice-
s&lfc Biixtttre 1-20®} or *dry-ice'*-acetone (about -70°), After 
th© first run It was found i^ ofltable to collect th© gaaea as 
they are evolved with cracted ice in the spiral coisdenaer, 
for the reaction perJ.od is too long to naintain lower temper­
atures without a great deal of attention and large amounts of 
lee or "dry-ice". At the end of th© collection the total un-
absortoed gases were fractlomted by passing them slowly back 
and forth thrcsa^  the spiral condenser cooled by various re­
frigerants. 
In the first run, about 360 cc, of gas was collected over 
a seven-homr reaction period. Only a saall amount of the total 
gas was condensed on passing through the second condenser 
cooled to -11® to as it was evolved, Bvaporation of this 
coMensate gave an additional 100 ec, of gas, lone of the 
gaseous products was Identified in this run. An attempt to 
prepare a Qrlgnard reagent with |»rt of the gas was unsuccess­
ful, 
A secoi^  run was aade using 0,5 nole each of ethyl 5-
brono-S-furoate and n-arayl chloride with 1,0 aole of aluminum 
chloride in 600 cc, of £-tetrachloroethane. The latter reagent 
its -
was Mterial reeov0i«®(a frcm « pp®vioua ran. The tetrachloro-
©tha»® was ad4«d to tli« alualmiia chloi'ld© upon whicli consider­
able bjdpogen elilorld© wa® ©-solved, t^ gethsr with 50 cc, of 
gas which analyssed fof btitane, Ihen pas evolution frow this 
ffiiactwre had ceaaed (after se's'^ a hoars) the etlQrl S-hrowo-g-
fiaroat© was added* A large ajnomnt of hydrogen ehlorld© was 
again ©volved and aaother 40 cc, of htitane was collected o-rer 
a i^ rlod of fomr and one-half hours, at the end of which time 
there was no more gas ©"rolntlon. At this point 60 oa, of the 
hrowa soliitioB In. the reaction flask was withdrawn and worked 
tip separately in the tisiial manner, lo trace of alkylated 
©thyl S-hromo-S-fttrttRte could be fonnd in this ''blank'*. Af­
ter reaoval of the above aliqmot the n-auyl chloride was added 
dropwis®. At the end of on# and one-half hours 1500 ce, of 
gas had been eollested. After sweeping out the system while 
the reactioa flask was Iwated to 60® (bath) at the end of the 
reaction period t^wenty-four hours), a total of 2100 cc, of 
ga® was obtained. Of this, 1^ )0 ec, was condensed at -20® 
and proved to b® a aixtttre of isobutane, n-bat«ne and pentane, 
these and other gaseous hydroc&rl3o,ns were identified by their 
boiling points, ctiemical inertness end carbon-hydrogen analyses. 
Thm portion of the gas (920 cc,) tincondensed at -20® was cooled 
to -62® with "dry-ice" and acetone, fmo pounds of "dry-ice" 
was used to cool the apparatus and two liters of acetone to 
this terapsrature. About half i520 cc,) of this fraction con-
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d©as®4 on this tr©«tiieat and slow distillation jielded 86 0c, 
of gas distilling at -SI® to wMeh analyzed for 24% pro-
pan©, ©ontainlng a small aaomt of isolmtane. Bie remaining 
76^  eon«lst@d of nitrogen, oxygen and cartoon dioxide. The 
rest of the -#2® eondensate oonalsted of "batanes and a trace 
of pen tan®, ®te 400 ce, of tli© original gas uncondensed at 
-62® was f<m»a to contain 18»S^  oxygen and 27% of saturated 
hydrosaptoons having an average earbon atoa content of 2.55. 
Sals was ^ ery probably a »ixt\ire of etlian© and propane, Ab-
»®noe of wtbane was aasmaed since large amounts of propane 
ib.p. -44® 5 would ba^ e to be present to giw tbe found anal­
ysis, iaid th® low t@»perature used would aot permit this. At 
least th.® amount of aethai^  ppesent was very snail. 
g^ -Oetadecyl Bronlde, Collection of irolatlle products 
ftrora a 0,1 aole run with n-octadecyl broalde and ethyl 5-
broiBO-S-furoat® was effected In th® sara© manner described for 
n-aayl chloride. A solution of n-o©tad@cyl bromide in £-
tetraehloroethaa® was added last, after cessation of gas evo­
lution froffl the miscture of th© other reagents, The second 
spiral condenser was cooled with cracked ice tSiroughout the 
twenty-four hour reaction period, but only 0,3 cc, of tetra-
chloroethui® was coMensed in it, fhe ^stem was swept very 
slowly with dry carbon dioxide ^ ring th® entire period. The 
total volume of gas collected, after heating the reaction 
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flask 60® (bath) at tli« fialsh, was twentj-fiv® htindred 
emtole €!«attis«t€!i»s. All Imt 125 ee» of tMs gas was eozjdensed 
to a wat®i»-olear llqmld at -80®, ftois uncondensed residue was 
fouBid to eontaia WpC isototttanii, unsatiirated lijdroeartoons, 
*f% 03Eyg@ii and 2f% aitrogen, Th® eoind®nsat® was evaporated 
*©rf slowly (six hours) tlirou#i the spiral whleh was allowed 
to wara up gradually to gf®* Ifeo following fractions war® cut: 
(1) -11® to -9®, @50 ec* eoll@et@d first part was allowed 
to eseap® in order to sweep out Ito® residual gas); (2) -7® to 
-4.§®, 95 ee»; CS) -4.5® to 0®, 100 ee.i (4) O® to 25®, 115 ce,; 
C5) 25® to 27®, 65 ec.j (6) 48® to 4t® Cffli«s»©-hoillng point), 
0,3 #e« liquid, Fraetions ^ 1) a»d (2) am-lyzed for butane 
eontamtsated with 3»5 to 4,5^  unsaturated aaterial and 1 to 3J{! 
oxygen, respeetively, fractions (5) and (4) consisted prin-
eipally of a mixture of butanes auft pentane, containing aver­
age carbon at©» contents of 4.2 and 4,6, respectively, e^se 
pn^ uota analyzed for 3,2^  e»i S,5^  unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
but the absorption reagent used (fuaing sulfuric acid) will 
take up butane slowly, a© the f<»iiid u^neaturateds® is very 
probably Just pert of the saturated hydrocarbon which makes 
up the wijor pcrtion of these gases. Fraction (5) had an aver­
age carbon atcw content of 5,6 end was undoubtedly a mixture 
of pentane and hexane, 
the liquid portion of the product was worked up in the 
usual Mnner exercising care to collect all products, fhe 
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aeeoz^  distillation of th« neutral products gave the follow-
lag frttetiena at atmoapherie pressiir©: (7) 50-60®, 1,2 gpsms; 
C8 ) 60-90®, 1.1 grass J {9) 90-141®, 2,8 grass; ClO) 141-146®, 
about 400 ec.i (11) 1©0-18§®, g»G gransj (12) 185-220°, 1,5 
gramsi (15) 83-91®/®®"-., 17.0 graMj (14) 91-11O°/0«m., 0.5 
gram; (IS) 120-1S0®/6m« • 2.5 grams j (16) lS0-15S®/6®«.» 1.0 
gram; (17) 14S-17®®/2fflai., 1.$ graaa; (18) 175-about 230®/2iBia,, 
2,5 grams. Ife® residue from the first distillation weighed 
S,8 grams, fraetions (7), (8) ai«l (0) were assumed to be 
paraffin h:^rooartooii mixtures from their eheaioal inertness 
ajsd eKtor. Blstillate (10) was the recovered solvent, |^-tetra-
ehloroethane, fi»aotion8 (11) and (IS) appeared to be mixtures 
of tetraehloroethane and recovered ©thjl 5-br<HBO-2-f\iroate, 
Fraetions (15) and (15) were praetlcally pure ethjl 5-bromo-
2-furoat® and ethyl 4-t-butyl-5-broao-2-furoat©, respectively, 
while (14) was probably a mixture of th® two, Distillates 
(16), (17) aM (18) eomslsted Mostly of unsaturated resinous 
aaterial together with ««all aamants of water-elear inert 
liquids, insoluble in coneentrated sulfuric acid. In fact all 
of the higher boiling fractions contained varying aHK>unt8 of 
such saturated cosipounas. 
Freparation of a-Octadecylbenaene. 
By Alley la t ion of Btengene with n^ -Octadecyl Bromide. TJsing 
-thm cmstoffiary s®t-ap for a Prl@d«l-0rafts reaction, 16,6 grams 
(0,0§ siol®) of a-©etad«©yl bro»i<i« was add®d to 38 cc, of dry 
teeaaem, md tiim. 1,0 gra» C0,00?S »ole) of alwaiiiium chloride 
added in oii® portion, Thm »lxtur© was stirred for thirty-four 
hours and' tliea hasted at SO® h^ath) for four howrs. After th© 
»lxtmr@ was hydroly;K®d with cracked lo© and water and allowed 
to waiw up to room temperature the layers were separated and 
t^  aqueous layer extracted with toenzen®. After drying and 
removing the benaen©, the crude product was distilled at re­
duced pressures. fh@ second fractionation ga'^ 'e: (1) 149-154°/ 
ISsm., a.8 gra«3j (2) 187-218®A5»««» (3) 218-2g8°A§ara.; (4) 
182-187®A®»>.» CS) 210-afeout 220^ /lwm, (0.85 gram), Redlstil-
latioii eif <S), {B) and (4) gave two fractions; (2») 166-179®/ 
l-:tet,, 1,0 graa; (3*) 187-197®/1-2®b. , 8,5 grams. Fraction 
(S*) was octadecylbengen® (50^  yield), 5,0 grams of which was 
dropped gradually into IE,5 grsms ©f furaing sulfaric acid <15-
WO p«r cent sulfur trioxide) cooled in an ice-hath. The ad­
dition took thirty minutes, after which th® flask was allowed 
to war® slowly to roo« temperature, After standing forty-five 
alimtes at Iftiis temperature th© flask was heated cautiously at 
45-55® (bath) for thirty aiiKites, On cooling the black Bin.teriel 
was poured into ice-water, taken up In ether and this solution 
shaken with a saturated solution of sodlua chloride. The re-
sultii^  precipitate was filtered, washed with ether and re-
orystalllged frc« 50 per cent alcohol, e^ mrified sodium 
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salt weighed 2,1 gra»8, fhia corapouind was mixed thoroughly 
with warming tmder amhydrous omditions witlx an equal weight 
of ^ osfihorms psntaehlorid® mntil the wixtar© feecame a liqtiid. 
After standing an hmir, dry aiOTOiaia was l®d into tti© flask with 
h@®tii^  and stirring for thr«e hours, solid product was 
washed with wate?. SecrystallisatiOE from absolute alcohol 
gav® a white solid Melting at 90,§-©6,5®, Two recrystalliza-
tio-sa from p^ trole-aa ©ther {60-68®) and smbseqtient subliiaatioii 
raised the melting point to 99-100®, Farther smbliaation did 
®#t raise th® aelting point* Kiis conpownd was identified as 
a-oetftdeeylbensenesulfonaaide by laixM neltii^  point. This 
proee'^ r® is essentially that described, by Seidel and Engel-
fried C67). 
gy the ^ Wurtg-Pitting Rea,etion, fhe n-oetadeeyl iodide 
for this synthesis of n-oetadecylben«ene was prepared by the 
aotion #f gaaeotts hydrogen iodide on molten n-octadeeanol at 
100^ , 
IRhirteen ®id eight-tentiis grams 0^*036 raole} of n-oeta-
@^yl iodide was dissolved in 3S ee. of dry benaene and 8,2 
grams {0.04 mole) of iodobenzen© added. To ttiia solution 4,6 
grams (0,2 gram atom) of Metallic soditm, cut into thin 
strips, was added, figoroas stirring is essential. After 
gentle warsing for two and one-half hours the benaene was dis­
tilled off and alcohol added to destroy the excess sodium. 
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After dllmtlon witli 250 ec, of water tli© mixture was ether ex­
tracted, dried ever »agn©sim sulfate and distilled after re­
moving the ether, fhe second distillation gave a middle frac­
tion boiling at 178-1^ 0®/l-gfflm, C4.S gra»s), IRiese directions 
are essentially those ef Irafft 169), fhe sulfonamide deriva­
tive of this pr<^ uct wa® prepared by the method described in 
the previous section. After recrystalllzlng from alcohol and 
petroleua ettier (60-68®), crystals were obtained melting at 
99-100®, A alxed BMslting point with the sample obtained 
through the Frledel-Crafts alkylation was not depressed, 
;By the Clegaensep. Reduetion of Stearophenene. fhe 
»%«arephenone used in this synthesis was prepared by acylatlon 
of bentene with stearoyl chloride in the presence of aluminum 
chloride, 
ModifIcatlona by Martin C?5) were employed in a Clemmen-
sen reduction of 9,5 grmma of stearoj^ enone. Fifty grains of 
wessy zinc was aaalgaiBated by shaking for five minutes with a 
solution of 5 grama of mercuric chloride in 8.5 oc, of hydro­
chloric acid diluted with 75 cc, of water. After decanting 
and rinsing the sine 8aialg.aa with water, 37 cc. of water,, 85 cc, 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid, 50 cc, of toluene and the 
stearophenone were added in the order given. Finally 2 cc, of 
(75) Martin, J, Am, Che«, Soc,, 1438 (1936). 
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glaeial acid was add®d and the ffllxfeare iwfluxed briskly 
for bours, aqusoua lajer was removed, a 
freth i^ arge of amlgaraated 2ine and dilute hydrochloric acid 
were added and r@flu3£ing resyaed for forty-ei^ t homrs, Ihjr-
ittg hoth these reflmjting periods, 2S ce, portions of concen­
trated hydrochloric acid were added at ahwjt six to ten hour 
intervals, 'On cooling the organic layer was taken up in ether, 
driM and distilled at 2wo, after removal of the ether and tolu­
ene, first fraction hoiled at 185-200® and weighed 2,1 
gra»s, After recrystallizing frOT methyl alcohol, the sul­
fonamide of this product was prepared hy the procedure out­
lined m page 126. fh© n-octadecylhenzenesulfonamide obtained 
here melted at 99-100® after several recrystallizationa from 
petroleum ether C60-80®), Mixed aelting points with samples 
obtained through the .alkylatlon of benzene and through the 
Wurtz-Flttig reaction showed no depressions, 
For a contemplated alicylation of benzene, a sample of n-
octadecyl chloride was prepared by «e«ns of the Darzan reac­
tion, fo 27,0 grams (0,1 sole) of n;-octadecanol in 30 cc, of 
benEene, 0,1 cc, of pyridine was added and then 18,1 grains 
(0,153 aole) of thionyl chloride, dropwise with cooling. At 
the end of an hcmr the ©volution of gas (sulfur dioxide, etc,) 
was WTf sliffet, so a cooling bath was again applied and 50 cc, 
of 10 per cent sodium chloride solution added with stirring, 
lore benzene was added to keep the organic layer entirely 
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fluid, the Tseazene solution was separated and washed succes­
sively with 10 per cent sodium carbonate solution and 10 per 
e©nt sodiuffl chloride. After drying over Hiagnesl-um sulfate, the 
henzen© was distilled off. fh© resultl^  solid was taken up 
in hot alcohol and then cooled to room temperature, upon which, 
recovered a-oetadecanol precipitated, fhe filtrate yielded a 
semi solid which was distilled at 4-5bto« giving two fractions: 
(1) 176-182®, 3,6 grams; i2) about EOO®, 1 gram. Fraction (1) 
was a clear liquid which gave a positive test for chlorine. 
The yield in this preparation was greatly Increased by 
M. S, ieOortt© (16} hy lengthening the reaction peri<»i. 
forced Aoylation of Stearophenone with Stearoyl Chloride. 
Using a loi^  ste* glass fumel 2,0 grams (0,0145 mole) of 
aluainum chloride was introduced into the bottcm of a Garius 
tube, fo this were added 5,0 gr«s C0,014S aole) of stearo-
phenone and 4,4 grams {0.0145 mole) of atearoyl chloride. 
There was a slow evolution of hydrogen chloride on mixing the 
reagents, ®o the lower end was cooled and the tube swept out 
with dry nitrogen. Such a procedure is nec©s.s«ry to prevent 
hydrogen chloride fro® coaing in contact with the hot glass 
during the sealing, since this causes crystallization of the 
glass, 'fhe sealed tube was heated at 205® in an electric 
06) M. E, lc€orkle, unpublished results. 
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Sarl-as fvLrm.€@ for two hoars. There was considerable pressure 
released when the seal on the cold tube was opened, 'The black 
product was taken up in ether, shaken with dilute hydrochloric 
acid and then with dilute sodim hydroxide solution, upon which 
a large amount of sodiua stearate precipitated. After drying 
and reaoving the ether, the neutral product was distilled at 
Smb. t© gives CD 213-240°, 1,2 grams; (2) about 320-350®/ 
Sam,, 1,2 grams. Fraction (1) was & liquid, An attempt to 
Qxidiz© this product to a carboxylie acid with acidic aodium 
dichroiiate gave only a neutral solid which melted at 55-62® 
after subliaation. After further purification t&is material 
lilted at 60-63® and was identified as stearophenone, Iftie sec­
ond distillate, <2), solidified and melted at 57-63® after 
recrystallisation from ethyl acetate and from alcohol, Sub-
Una tl on did not Chang® this melting point, nor did another 
resryatalllzation froa alcohol, Thia was probablj'a mixture 
©f stearophenone and stearone. 
In another experiiront nitrobenssene (25 cc,) was used as a 
solvent using the usual set up for a Friedel-Crafts reaction, 
f© the aluminum chloride {O.OtS mole) in a 2S0 cc, three-necked 
flaak were added the nitrobenzene, 0,0145 mole of stearophenone 
amd 0,0146 mol© stearoyl chloride in the order given. There wa« 
mo hydrogen chloride evolved until the solution was heated in 
an oil-bath to 100® (bath). Heating was contimed for twenty-
two hours, end the solution was then hydrolyzed by pouring 
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lat® i€«-irat®r, followed by strong acidification with hydro-
ehlorie sold, Aft#r standing overnight this mixture was ex-
tr«ot®d with ®th©r, fhis extr^ et was shaken with sodium hy-
droxid© solmtlOB, Aft#r dryi»g, th© ethereal solution yielded 
a hlack slush on romo-^ al of th© aolirent. Filtration of this 
residue and »mh»«^ pl®^ lt smhliiafttloii of th© solid portion at 
l§0-170®/4»i, gave ftl»ost pire atearophenon© and a small 
aaount of greasy »Rt®rial, leeryatallization of th© latter 
g&'v© m white powder laelting at 75-83®, Th® aho'^ 'e filtrate 
on distillation gate 11»0 graaa of nitrohenxene and a fraction 
boiling at 200-205®/2iam. (solidified), Fraetional sublimation 
©f the latter gaTe mostly stearophenon© plus a siisall amount of 
witerial melting at 80-83*S®.» fhe latter was coaibined with 
the above product melting at 80-83®, and recrystalllzed twice 
from petroletaa eth®* (60-68®) which raised the a®lting point 
to 85,5-®6»5®, fhia was identified as stearone by a mixed 
aieltlng point. From the original aqueous layer, left after 
ether extraction, were isolated very small aMounts (about 0,1 
gran) of £-chloroanilIne (mixed siting point) and an oil 
which was probably o-ehloroanilin®, fh&Be products were ob­
tained by ®ftklng the solution strongly alfa»line, subsequent 
ether extraetlon and fraetioml sublifflation of the residue 
obtained from the ether extract (56), A very snail ajsount of 
stearophenone was also recovered from this proeess. 
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A h«» teeen aad® ©f th© limitations and mechanisms 
of so»« ol@a¥ag@ al^ jlatlons of &lkjl5-h«log®no-2-furoate by 
th@ Fri®d®l-SrRfts roaetlon, Wi^ ethyl 5-broffio-2-.fiiroate and 
varioas allcyl h&lides, eleavag® heglns with amjl halides to 
gif® ethyl 4-t-hiityl-8-bromo-2-fttroat® and eontlnues on throu^  
n-oetadaeyl hromid®, giving the samo product in every caa©, 
n-jft«yl hriwid© ©jfelhits a singular hehavior in that it gives 
ethyl §-t-hutyl-2-furoat® in addition to ethyl 4-t-hutyl-5-
hro«o-2-furoate, 
fh© oetadecylhenzene prepared by alkylatlon of benzene 
with n-ootadeoyl broaidte by the Friedel-Crafta reaction has 
been identified as the normml isomer, which is novel in view 
of the fact alkylatlon with a n-alkyl hallde is almost 
invariably aecoapanied by rearrangement to a branched chain. 
An unsuoeeasful attempt was made to diacylate benzene 
with stearoyl chloride under forced conditions, negative re­
sults were also obtained in attempts to bring about rearrange-
»snt of the n-alityl group in atearophenone to a branched 
chain. 
